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"You have got that certain thing, baby
Shining star and inspiratino
Worthy of a mighty nation"
- Ira Gershwin
One big happy family, that's what we
were. just like the Brady Bunch. And like
those crazy Bradys, we did stuff. Lots of it.
Like a big Re•Uni•on, where all the grandpas
and grandmas and uncles and aunts (of Uni)
came to see us. Like a family vacation (aka the
Subbie Retreat). Like dances. There was the
Howdy Hop, we're we sized up our collective
dance moves. And the Jilted Lover's Day
Dance, a night we danced away to techno, g
lowing all the while. We even beat on each
other (Agora Days' famed Medieval Combat
class). And in Sheila, we had an Alice to keep
our stomachs full and our behavior in line

The Subbie Retreat: Pulling Together

Top: Shelley Roberts and a team of new Uni students
flex their braun in the tug-of-war match. Above: Gene
Bild and Frances Jacobson prepare smoky delights.
Right: Sophomore subbie buddy Helen Estabrook
bonds with subbie Whitney Osborne.

On Aug. 30, the young bucks of Uni retreated to
the wilderness of Lake of the Woods in Mahomet.
Accompanied by 20 subbie buddies and faculty
advisers, Uni's new students were given bright
yellow T -shirts and the opportunity to forge a bond
early in their high school careers, what with a slew
of activities at the Subbie Retreat promoting positive chemistry. The Subbie Olympics, cotton candymaking and food-galore kept students busy; while
the yellow T -shirts kept all students blind.
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Lounge Life

Above left: Molly sits
pretty, unaware of the
impending doom. Above:
Nell is irreverence personified. Far left: Christine entices Albert with
munchies. Left: Jeff and
Matt display their love so
tender and true.
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Pirates Featured in Fall
This year started off with a musical by Gilbert and Sullivan, Pirates of Penzance. The show was an
immediate hit selling out all three nights. It starred Brandon Bowersox as Fredrick, who as a young boy
is raised by pirates due to a mistake his nurse (Carolyn Leap) had made. He tries to escape from this evil
life and in the process falls in love with Mable (Amy Coombe)
who happens to be one of the many daughters of the MajorGeneral (Anand Sarwate). Fredrick continues trying to lead
a good life while being chased by the Pirate King (Zach
Hensley), his sidekick (Ranjit Bhagwat) and the chief of
police (Matt Thomas). This leads to a huge confrontation with
a twist at the end. The cast was one of the biggest in recent
years and included a range of students from every class.

Brandon attempts to make Amy hold still so
he can give her a peck,

Zach continues to beat up on poor little Matt.

Anand just attracts girls like a magnet. Oh
wait, those are his DAUGHTERS!

Carolyn gathers up all the Pirates for their bedtime story. It's not
easy being the only nurse,
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The police hide behind their fearless leader Matt.

Takin' It With You
This year' s play, You Can't Take It With You, was written by
Moss Hart and George S. Kaufman, during the Great Depression. " It' s a funny story about an eccentric family who knows
more about happiness than the richest men on Wall Street,"
said Barbra Ridenour, the play' s director. The cast of fifteen
to sixteen people is led by Grandpa (Anand S.), Penny (Lee
Rawles), Tony (Ranjit Bhagwat), and Alice (Amy Coombe).

Top left: Penny strikes pose but no
one looks. Bottom left: Helen
dancing. Top right: Ursie grabs Matt
for a kiss and he faints. Right
bottom: Alice becomes a princess
with the right dress!
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Spirit Week Rocks the Halls
Spirit Week, for the third year in a row, brought out the magic in the souls ofUni students during
a week in January. Students partook in many Spirit Week festivities including Twin Day, Class
Colors Day, School Colors Day, and everybody's
favorite, Clash Day. On Monday, students displayed their class comaraderie through their
individual class cheers. The highlight of the
cheers came from the sophomore class in which
student Hormodz Gahvari led a truly unique and
entertaining cheer. At the end of the week came
the girls' basketball Pack the Place and cake,
compliments of Student Council.

Top Right: Exec. Student Council president Ranjit
gives the cameraman a piece of cake, not a kick in
the groin. Right: Megan and Audrey are united,
centered in the hallway as laidback twins. Top: It's
gotta be Nate and Jeff from the Hard Rock Cafe.
Above: Kirsten and Katy double double their enjoyment as toilet plunger twins.
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Agora Lives!
The 1997 version of Agora Days was
later in the semester than usual,
piggybacking with Spring Break.
There were 99 classes taught. Despite
the absence of some 30 students who
were either in Rome studying Latin or
in Mississippi building houses for
Habitat for Humanity, "Agora Lives!"
according to sponsor Rosemary
Laughlin. Archeology & Science,
Water Polo, and Fencing were some
of the more unusual clas es taught
over the four-day period. There was
also a trend towards preschool activities with classes about Sesame Street,
Recess, and Regression Session.

Third Row (L-R): Water Polo
in Kenney; Crazy for that
happy dog; Anita aces the
math SAT; Puzzled Lian plays
with Polyominoes. Right:
Michaela Tarr is hypnotized
by veggie pizza; Big Bird &
Snuffleufagous jump up and
down; Anyone for tofu?

Left: Cyndra cooks up a
storm in Beginners Bakery.
Below: Rosemary Laughlin
is one happy head honcho
of Agora Days once again ..
Second Row: (From left)
Prof. Jerry Packard teaches
basic Chinese; Machiaveli
Madness; Benji threatens
with his spongy sword; Mr.
Stone and his cute little
wooden things.

Uni High Students Try To Dance
Uni High students danced quite a
bit this year. Between the Howdy
Hop and the Spring Fling, people
showed up in record numbers to
dance like there's no tomorrow. A
variety of DJ s (including, but not
limited to, Usama Hajj, Anand
Sarwate, Albert Gee, Adam
Joncich, Daniel Grossman, and a
brief appearence of teacher Karen
Hellyer) led the crowd, but most
importantly people had a LOT of
fun. Tommy Craggs is quoted as
saying that Uni High dances were
" ... a good way to meet chicks."
And while Uni High disavows any
knowledge of Tommy picking up
anything other than litter, dances
were still a social mecca for the up
and coming in the University High
School social order. This year's
Jilted Lover's Day dance was one
of the most unique in recent history
due to expert organization, a laser
light, and some really nifty music.
Hopefully, next year's dances will
reach the levels of expectation
that the 1996 - 1997 dance season
has given the U ni High student
body.

All Usama does is move to the music.
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Above left: Carl
Broadbent seems to
be enjoying the music to an unhealthy
degree. Above: No,
Hadas, you cannot
'get me out of these
wet things'. Left:
Usama and Dan unmistakably pose for
the camera between
songs. Below: Alan
and Asad realize
how silly everyone
looks while they are
dancing.

Clockwise from
upper
left:
Tommy teaches
Phil how to 'Mac'.
Carol
Baym ,
Katherine Lamb,
and Vivian Tsay
get busy. Will
and Steve show
everyone how to
bang their heads.
The crowd dominates the hallway
during the Jilted
Lover's Dance.
Helen is like, totally aghast at
the idea of this
whole dancing
thing.

Anand completely fails to look up for this picture.

Chris Hutchens is simply maaa-volous.
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ReUNion 75 Shines Brightly
The highly anticipated 75th reunion made its appearance on Friday, October 18th. Uni High welcomed the arrival of nearly 400 alumni for the weekend celebration. The opening 8 A.M. convocation at
Smith Music Hall was highlighted by Uni alumnus
Dr. James Tobin, Nobel laureate (1981). The assembly included students, faculty, and most importantly
alumni, who also enjoyed speeches delivered by
Director Shelley Roberts, teacher David Stone, senior Amy Coombe, and John Geankoplos. Following
the convocation, everyone returned to the school for
an Agora-like day, where students, faculty, and alumni
attended classes taught by alumni. Classes ranged
from 'How to Make a Violin' to 'Singing Insects.'
In the afternoon, alumni busied themselves with
pick-up basketball games and individual class parties/reunions. At night, Uni strutted its stuff at the
Sock Hop which featured Captain Rat & the Blind
Rivets.
The next morning, U ni graduates had the option of
touring the University of Illinois, running a 5K with
Urbana Mayor and Uni alumnus Tod Satterthwaite,
participating in a chess tournament, or playing in a
game of Ultimate Frisbee. Following a luncheon at
the Krannert Center of the Performing Arts, graduates viewed the literary works of alumni through the
Right: Uni grads, students, and faculty gather
for the ReUNion 75 convocation. Above Right:
Music Director Rick
Murphy guides his chorus to a marvelous open- .
ing piece during the
ReUNion convocation.
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UNiverse project display, organized by 1996 graduate Joy Vokac. This preceeded the R-R-R-R-R-RReally Big Show, a talent show for current Uni
students and alumni.
At night came the R-R-R-R-R-R-Really Big
Alumni Banquet which featured remarks by Dr.
Shelley Roberts, Dr. Larry Lo (class of 1972), and
Mr. Warren Royer, a former Uni Principal.
The next and final morning, the madrigals sang
while the alumni had brunch under a tent by the
school. They said their goodbyes in the early afternoon. Marilyn Upah Bant, organizer of the reunion
said, "It was a wonderful chance for people to come
back and reconnect with each other and their school."

Left: Nobel Prize winner Dr. James Tobin
speaks at the convocation. Below: Senior
Amy Coombe welcomes the audience to
the ReUNion 75.

Middle Left: 96 grad Alison Left and student Ranjit Bhagwat
get it right in 'The Sure Thing'. Middle Right: Senior Adam
Joncich plays his cello at the R-R-R-R-Really Big Show.
Bottom Left: '92 grad Arah Fogel performs on her flute.
Bottom Right: '72 grad Fred Marx speaks to the audience
about "Making a Good Citizen."

Reunion Fun

Top: Bird's eye view of the Friday lunch
catered by Sweet Betsy's. Middle Left:
Runners warm up for the SK. Middle
Right: Frolicsome fun with Ultimate
Frisbee. Above: Who says Uni grads
don 't have school spirit? Right: Math
teacher Mrs. Jockusch and Uni grad/
Normal Mayor Kent Karraker partake in
light conversation during lunch.

Left: Former
french teacher
Carol Bond
kicks back
and relaxes in
retirement.
Below: Louise
Allen Shearer,
a Uni alum,
teaches an
Agora Class
about lawyers.

Middle Left: Former assistant director Joel Grames bids farewell at the
alumni banquet. Bottom Left: Uni
grad/Champaign Mayor Dan
McCollum enjoys lunch in Uni Gym.
Bottom Right: Uni alumnus Dr. Larry
Lo or Richard Gere? You make the
call.
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OrganizationsranrampantthroughoutUnithis
year.Korean-AmericanOub,anewdub,sold
pizzaeverysinglewcfl<toraisefunds.Teen
AwarenessCommitee,alsoanewdub,madetheir
impactduringAIDSAwarenesswcfl<byhaving
studentswho "died" ofAIDSasareminderofhow
AIDSaffectsourlives.Long-standingdubslike
StudentsforaBetterWorldgottheirplanstogether
foranotherhitl..ock-In.I..atinOubwenttoRome
overAgoraDaysandSpringBreak.Throughdubs,
studentsfoundtheabilitytoreachintothemselves
andspreadthatknowledgearolUldtheworld

Student Council
The Student Council was led by the levitational powers of Ranjit Bhagwat (picture below). They
organized and sponsored many events this year ranging from dances, X week - which raises money for
a selected charity, and the ever-popular Spirit Week. This year by email, the Student Council informed
the students about the decisions and discussions that were taking place in the their weekly meetings.
Right: (L-R) Execs: Erin Trouth-SFAC,
Bill Sutton-sponsor, Selin Song- Vice
Pres. ,Chandra Linton-Sec.!Treas., Matt
Thomas-Par/. , Ranjit Bhagwat-Pres. ,
and Dean Davis Smith-sponsor. Below: Subfreshman: Matthew WoodburyVice Pres., Eithan Ritz-Pres. , Benjamin
Leff-Sec.!Treas.

Juniors: Molly
Kaput-Pres .,
Jason BantSec.!Treas. ,
M e g a n
Murphy- Vice
Pres. Far right:
Sophomores:
Philippa
Soskin- Vice
Pres. , Peter
Brokish-Sec.l
Treas ., Jeff
Helfrich-Pres.
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Above: Freshmen: Ginny Tucker-Sec./
Treas., Daniel Slichter-Vice Pres. , Sara
Medendorp-Pres. Right: Seniors: Hadas RitzVice Pres., Amy Coombe-Pres. , Matt ChoSec.!Treas.

Agora Days
Committee
The Agora Days Committee met on
Fridays after school. During these meetings, they organized the Agora outlines
into the best possible schedule for the
students. Registration, by seniority, was
done by sign up sheets in English classes.
The "A" of Agora stands for "Aim to
please" by providing a variety of classes
to choose from and the "D" of Agora
Days stands for "Discovery" of an unknown, enjoyable class. The fabulous
four-day week of Agora Days gives
(L-R, T-B) Asad Husain, Shwayta Kukreti, Rosemary everyone a break from the normal routine
and is always Absolutely Delightful.
Laughlin, Roopali Malhotra, Julie Kaufman.

Student Faculty Advisory Committee (SFAC)
SFAC has representatives from the administration, faculty, and members from each class that
meet during lunch on Fridays to discuss school issues such as noise in the hallways, PDA, the
e-mail controversy, and the possibility of shortening the end-of-the-year Awards Ceremony.

(L-R) Carol Castellon, Linda Morford, Erin Trouth, Adam Reynolds, Betsy Braden, Anand Sarwate, Chris
Butler, Jing Lu, Jennifer Van Duzen Burns, Daniel Weissman.

.'!J'
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Gargoyle: Bigger & Better
The Gargoyle
staff from left to
right. Alex Thaler,
Katie Schrepfer,
Amy Chew, Peter
Ambrose, Puja
Bhadva,
Erin
Trauth, Hadas
Ritz, Peter Kim,
Andy Grace, and
sponsor David
Porreca.

The Gargoyle had a busy and productive year in 96-97. Under the second year leadership of sponsor
David Porreca, many changes were brought to Uni' s newspaper. A cartoon, The Garg, made its debut
midyear. The Garg provided social commentary and a few good belly laughs for all its loyal readers.
Also, a transition was made from regular paper to newsprint on real newspaper this year. This new look
brought mixed reaction from students. "I like it," said one senior, "The new look makes the paper seem
more official." Another student said "I liked the paper the way it was, it didn't get that black stuff all
over your hands." All in all, however, The Gargoyle was a good paper and was enjoyed by everyone.
Right; The new
look Gargoyle.
Far right; Dave
and Dan have a
serious talk about
the paper. Below;
Tommy
embraces Peter after they finish a
long nights work
on the Gargoyle.
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Ascension Descends
L-R standing:
Jill Fleischer,
Vivian
Rajeswaren,
Dan Tucker,
Audrey Wen,
George
Wieisiger,
Megan Murhpy,
Amanda
Smeltzer, Katie
Nelson, Tommy
Craggs, Pari
Zutshi. Seated:
Usama Hajj,
and Katy Love.

Yearbook, this year, fell into the capable hands of second year
Editor Audrey Wen and first year Editors Amanda Smeltzer and
Dan Tucker. The staff was new and largely inexperienced.
Although, with the guidance and tutelage of Mike and the
Editors they made a great book. Also, for the first time in many
year the Yearbook had a name.

Clockwise from above:
Pari searches for the perfect picture; Dan threatens Tommy; Dan and
George show what happens to seniors who don't
turn in their wills on time;
Mike looks over the photos.

,,,
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Elections Committee
Our supremely reliable Audrey Wen and Roopali
Malholtra organized the Student Council and
Student/Faculty Advisory Committee (SFAC)
elections. Working in October for the Subbie
elections and in May for the Upperclassmen
elections, their well trained hands smoothed out
ties and other hang-ups as they counted votes and
posted the winners.
Left to right: Audrey Wen
and Roopali Malholtra.

Unique
Unique strove for new heights
this year under the expert
leadership of the senior editors
Anand Sarwate and Carolyn
Leap and assistant editors Julie
Kaufman and Amanda Ochs.
Meeting every Tuesday, the
students sifted through piles of
entries, grading each one. The
proposed plans for a color
section fell through. Instead, the
club started the almost monthly
Poetry Slams where students
and faculty could read poetry
and stories of their choice.

Left to right, back row: Nadia Reynolds, Nick Pelafas, Amanda Ochs, Mr.
Zodhiates, Anand Sarwate, Cleleste LeCompte, Anna Bial, Betsy Braden,
James Prell, Middle row: Amy Chew, Jaclyn Peek, Crystal Zych, Jennifer
Chen, Sri Jampala, Carolyn Leap. Front row: Christopher Otto, Natalie
Ceperley, Julie Kaufman, Melissa Wei.

Art Club
The Art Club is one of the many new
clubs that have popped up over the last
year at Uni. Students meet Tuesdays in
the Art room to discuss their art sales.
Occasionally Ms. Hellyer provided ·
background music on her guitar.
Basically it's a laid back place to hang
out and eat lunch. Sounds like fun.
Left to right back row: Ms. Hellyer,
Middle: Ella Rotman, Rachel Walsh;
Cynthia Chiang. Front row: Fanzi Mao,
Charles Conway, and Virginia McCreary.
24
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Football Club
Led by the energetic Hormozd, football
club met frequently during the week,
battling it out at the Uni play field in rain
or shine.
Left to right, back row: Sameer Malholtra,
Charles Terry, Peter Ambrose, Dave Thomas,
Alexander Tarr, Jason Kimball, David
Jacobson. Front row: Hormozd Gahvari, Thomas Bailey, Tyson Masar, Matt Harrington,
Dan Slichter.

Techno Club Attracts 'Massive' Crowds
Almost every
week, Techno Club
met on Saturday
and filled the halls
with a lot of noise.
Led by dictator
Usama Hajj and
Dan tries to· work the CD player. core members Dan
Kolchinsky, Anand
Sarwate, and Paul Herendeen, Techno club managed
to attract a mass following of 9 members who all
came to enjoy some really nifty tunes. Techno Club
also cosponsored this year's Jilted Lover's Day
Techno club's mass following manages to sit still for a
picture between songs. Left to right: Paul Herendeen, dance. U sama is vastly proud that he managed to
Dan Kolchinsky, Usama Hajj, Hadas Ritz, and Anand create a club for himself, by himself, that incurred
Sarwate.
absolutely no expenses.

Music Club
Joined together by a love of their instruments,
Music club participants met in the South Attic at
Lunch on Wednesdays. There, they watched
movies, helped Mr. Murphy to perfect his School
Spirit Splits, and planned lunchtime recitals.
Left to right, back row: Mr Murphy, Neil Day, Will
Preece, Matt Thomas, Steve Severinghaus, Matt
Croisant, Michael Baym. Middle row: Christopher
Hutchens, Ella Rotman, Amy Chew, Amanda Ochs,
Katherine Geeseman, Rebecca Bartlett, Cynthia
Chiang. Front row: Bryan Lung, James Prell, and
Christopher Otto.
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Chess Club On The Move
This year Chess Club successfully played many tournaments against Urbana, Danville, Normal U-High and
several other big schools. Before every match, this
talented group does many finger stretches to warm up
their muscles. Led by Guanyao Cheng, these skillful
players met several days at lunch to practice their
moves.
From left to right: Jon Lansing, Rob Broadbent, Sameer Malholtra and Guanyao Cheng

Students For a Better World Saves The Globe
This year S4BW did a lot to help others. They worked hard to have another school lock-in, sponsored a
girl in the Philippines and sponsored an endangered penguin. During Christmas, they worked for the
Salvation Army angel tree, giving gifts to the poor. S4BW helped a school in Ghana by sending them
school supplies. They also worked with a global Interact project.
Top left row: Emily Wisseman, Tyson Masar, Nick
Pelafas. 2nd row: Katie
Nelson, Shawn De La Mar,
Gozen Basa~ Chandm
Linton, John Fahrner, Jason Bant. 3rd row: Betsy
Braden, Juliana Kuck,
Laura Koritz, Phillipa
Soskin. 4th row: Shwayta
Kukreti, Merideth Main,
Vivian Rajeswaren, Emily
Brothers, Rupu Maholtra,
Jenny Chen, Amanda
Smeltzer, Nadia Reynolds,
Laura Sweet, Melissa Wei.
5th row: Puja Bavda, Ana
Skorupa, Beth Slattery,
Suzi
Franki,
Julie
Kauffman, Sri Jampala,
Katie Schrepfer, Ms. Wells.
6th row: Selin Song, Ursula
Wagner.

Thespians Love Acting
Led by Carolyn Leap, the Thespians troupe
acted a lot. They had several bake-sales to
raise money for new stage equipment. This
year the troupe was much smaller after losing
several former members, but they had a great
time just the same.
Standing from left to right: Ms. Ridenour, Amy
Coombe, Lee Rawles, Carolyn Leap, Anand
Sarwate. Seated from left: Hadas Ritz, Ursula
Wagner.
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Teen Awareness Committee
TAC met every week to address current issues that
teenagers have to deal with. Their goal was to help
other teens cope with these problems. They also
went to a few conferences. Two of their biggest
projects this year were Operation Cool (promoting
safety belts) and AIDS awareness week.
From top left: Nils Christianson, Jill Fleisher, Kendra Cord,
Phillipa Soskin. 2nd row: Rupi Sodhi, Audrey Miller, Peter Kim,
Chandra Linton, Cyndra Lattimore, Zewde Demissie. 3rd row:
Dean Davis Smith, Edwin Ramos

Subbie
Buddies
The Buddies met with the
subbies at the beginning of
the year to make them feel
more comfortable during
their first year at Uni. They
joined the subbies at the
beginning of the year retreat
at Lake of the Wood . The
Buddies also attended
several sport events. One of
the members said the
highlight was getting a
"really cool t-shirt."

In back from left to right: Matt Cho, Jeff Kang, Andy Grace, Chandra Linton, Daniel
Grossman, Nadia Reynolds. John Fahrner, Katie Neson, Jason Bant. Front row:
Katie Sutton, Ana Sczaniecka, Aaron Rosa, Jenny Chen, Suzie Franki, Amy
Coombe, Katie Schrepfer, Tara Ramanathan, Helen Estabrook, Jeff Helfrich

Lounge Committee
Lounge Committee helped
defend the life and liberty of all
lounge-goers. Though they
rarely met, they still had a good
time. Agenda items were cleaning the lounge and dealing with
the PDA issue.
From top left: 1st row: Peter Brokish,
Aaron Rosa, Jeff Helfrich, Tommy

Craggs. 2nd row: Amara Lisy,
Cyndra Lattimore, Gozen Basar,
Andy Grace, Sandeep Sodhi. 3rd
row: Albert Gee, Nadia Reynolds,
Chandra Linton, Jeff Kang, Thomas
Schrepfer, and Thomas' mom, Carol
Schrepfer.
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Orchestra
This year's orchestra suffered the loss of many talented graduating eniors, but they were replaced
with hundreds of thousands of incoming subbies. Many of the subs have a lot of potential musically, and
the orchestra anticipates much improvement over the next few years. The orche tra had a winter concert
and a spring concert, as did the chorus. Many suspected it was the reunion second semester of two
extremely important orchestra members, whom without which the orchestra was never the arne. These
young virtuosos were Nell Burger and George Weisiger. Nell and George, it's great to have you back!

Madrigals
Madrigals was a treat as usual. An amazing group came together and bonded with each other through
synchronized head bobbing and swaying, similar to ancient Celtic occult ceremonies. They were busiest
during Christmas, singing for the school as well as for private functions. They al o sang the national
anthem for a few basketball games.
Performing at Girls Basketball
Senior night are clockwise from
left; Megan Murphy, Amy
Coombe, Katie Geeseman,
Matt Thomas, Crystal YatesWhite, Brandon Bowersox,
Christine Manganaro, Ajit
Chary, Selin Song, Jeff Kang,
Carolyn Leap, David Smyth,
Phillipa Soskin, Jaclyn Peek,
Anand Sarwate, and Erin
Trauth.
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Jazz Band
In its third year of existence, Uni's jazz band had some major improvements over the previous years.
As is the typical trend in current music programs, there was an influx of subs, which only helped the
jazz band increase its depth and playing levels. The star of the group, Ranjit Bhagwat, had some competition this year. To name a few, there was Luke Walczewski and Khavi Goel, both hot boxes on the
trumpet, Matt Walczewski and Dan Finnerty, both trombone virtuosos, and Tyson Masar, a five star
chef coo kin' on the bas .
From left to right, top
to bottom; Elliot
Ramos,
Edwin
Ramos, Ben Sapp, Mr.
Murphy, Tyson Masar,
Ryan McCarthy, Joe
Sapp, Will Preece,
Matt Wa/czewski, Andrew McNabb, Zig, fan
Orland, Dan Finnerty,
Luke Walczewski,
Michael Baym, Khavi
Gael, Alex Thaler, Matt
Woodbury, Martin
Ceper/ey, Morgan
Reeder, Gabe Mathy,
and Matt Schiel.

Chorus
Uni's '96-'97 chorus was greatly reduced in size with the loss of so much senior leadership from last
year. The great reduction in eniors cut the number of classes from two to one, meeting second hour in
the attic. The chorus had a winter concert and a spring concert, both of which rocked Uni's world.
A loose interpretation from
left to right, top to bottom;
Laura Sweet, Ashley Walter,
Chris Tsay, Julianne Kuck,
Matt
Thomas,
Emily
Richardson, Ajit Chary, Selin
Song, Nadia Reynolds, Zewde
Demissie, Amy Coombe,
Becky Swearingen, Sara lgl,
Christine Manganaro, Adam
Reynolds, Sandeep Sodhi,
Anand Sarwate, Jeff Kang,
Jennifer Chen, Brandon
Bowersox, Rupu Malholtra,
Sam Schnuer, Bea Burton,
Chandra Linton, Amara Lisy,
Jaclyn Peek, Katie Nelson,
Philippa Soskin, Rebecca
Bartlett, Carolyn Leap, and
Sarah Medendorp.
~,,
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Spanish Club
Led by president Thomas Schrepfer,
Spanish Club had a productive year.
They went to Chicago twice, once to
see an exhibition of Dia de los muertes,
and the other time to see an exhibition
of Cinco de Mayo. More cultural
activities included members of the club
going to see Evita as a group and
dining at the Fiesta Cafe. Overall
Spanish Club had a strong second year
with hopes for even more activities
next year.

Spanish Club ( 1-r): Nadia Reynolds, Katy Love, Gozen Basar, Alan
Kluegel, Sponsor John Paul Spicer.

German Club
With president Nadia Reynolds, and
Vice-President Becky Swearingen,
German Club had many cultural activities
this year. Along with the several German
movies they watched, they talked to
foreign exchange students from Austria
and Germany and learned about their
school and culture. To raise money,
German club held their annual black
German Club (t-b, 1-r): Ursula Wagner, Karl Gruschow, Matt forest bake sale and used the money to
Wilhelm, Julie Kaufman, Emily Brothers, Alex Sapoznik, Roopali take a club field trip to the Bayem Stube.

Malholtra, Nadia Reynolds, Audrey Wen.

Japan Club
This year, Japan Club and its
president Joseph Smarr, had bake
sales, watched Japanese movies, ate
Japanese food, and spoke Japanese.
They had lots of fun and even
attempted to get their own Japan
Club t-shirt.
Japan Club (t-b, 1-r): Chris Hutchens, Will Preece, Pedro DeRose, Michael
Baym, Ryan Stoia, Joseph Smarr, Amanda Smeltzer, Shawn DeLaMar,
Virginia McCreary, Sponsor Ito Hiroko, Marc Alexander, Errol Packard,
Alexander Tarr, Sponsor Chris Thompson, Duane Linton, Nick Sansone,
Vilas Dhar.
30
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Latin Club

Latin Club (t-b, 1-r): ThomasAref, Benjamin Smarr, Kate Techtow, AjitChary, Edwin
Ramos, Daniel Finnerty, Brian Chou, Chris Hutchens, Marc Alexander, Rupinder
Sodhi, Crystal Zych, Amy Chew, Eliot Ramos, Gopal Vemuri, Ayesha Choudhury,
Beth Slattery, Cynthia Chiang, Ami Choi, Puja Bavda, Hormozd Gahvari, Bryan
Lung, Brandon Bowersox, and Sponsor Mrs. Newman

This year, Latin Club was once
again led by Hormozd Gahvari
and Edwin Ramos with sponsor
Frances Newman. This was a
busy year as the club started
selling hot chocolate to help raise
money . The main focus was
getting ready for a trip to Rome
during Agora Week. Other
sources of cash for the trip were
the annual chariot races and
pizza/eggroll sales.

French Club
French Club, headed by Gozen Basar (pres),
Amy Coombe (v-p), and Jeff Kang (sec-tres),
has been very busy this year. A stay in Quebec was planned, with an Agora Days class for
that purpose. Also, they held a French dinner
in March with various performers to help raise
money for their summer trip. Besides the
dinner, they have also sold candy throughout
the year. The sponsors for the club were Mr.
John Garvey and Linda Lopez. Mr. Garvey
excels in cooking delectable French cuisine
for his students (and moochers).

French Club (t-b, 1-r): Mr. Garvey, Peter Kim, Thomas Schrepfer,
Jeff Kang, Daniel Grossman, Phil Rowell, Roaa AI-Heeti, Ariel
Zodhiates, Sarah Pepin, Jennifer Iverson, Katy Love, Amy Coombe,
Shwayta Kukreti, Kim Ly, Claire Wegel, Ms. Lopez, Hanan Jassim

Russian Club

Russian Club (t-b, 1-r): Nicole Vernon, Carolyn Leap, Usama Hajj, Philippa
Soskin, Katie Nelson, Anna Bial, Ursula Wagner, Jaclyn Peek, Erin Trauth, Karl
Gruschow, Paul Grayson, Hadas Ritz, Adam Reynolds, Steve Severinghaus,
Becca Mayor-Bernet, Rebecca Bartlett, Diane Plewa, Masha Gelfand, Sam
Schnuer, Pari Zutshi, Andy Sefranek, Katie Schrepfer, Anya P., Masha
Wolkanowski, Morgan Reeder.

With the leadership of Hadas Ritz
(pres), Erin Trouth (v-p) and Ursula
Wagner (sec-tres), Russian Club
continued selling donuts, watching
cheesy Russian music-videos, and
singing songs. Since the four-week
trip to Russia was postponed a year,
they used their club money for a day
of dining and shopping in a Russian
area of Chicago. This spring, they
also held a "Russian Day" exhibition featuring Russian culture and
various Russian activities.

Prayer Club
Despite its small numbers and the
relative obscurity in which it resides,
the non- and multi-denominational
Prayer Club was not deterred in its
mission: to strengthen the Christian
faith of its members and to increase
Christian awareness at Uni. Led by
Matt Thomas, the weekly meetings
consisted of prayer, discussion and
bible readings.
(1-r): Sara Medendorp, Bill Sutton, Matt
Thomas, Andreanna Lau.

African-American
Awareness Club
Led by Zewde Demissie, the AfricanAmerican Awareness Club focused their
efforts on organizing and participating in
events outside of school. The members
visited the African-American cultural center
on campus and attended the Ebony Ball, a
dance at Urbana High School for area teens.
(clockwise from top left): Phil Rowell, Charles Terry,
Matthew Harrington, Ulric Bigby, sponsor Dean
Davis-Smith, Cyndra Lattimore, Zewde Demissie.

AsianAmerican Club
With Asad Husain and Rupu
Malholtra at the reigns, the AsianAmerican Club heightened Uni's
awareness of the asian culture through
contests, bulletin boards and fried rice
sales. With the money, the club attended a showing of Madama Butterfly
and a Kodo drum performance.
(1-r, t-b): Asad Husain, Rupu Malholtra, Eric
Hsieh, Ajit Chary, Philip Zodhiates, Julie
Kaufman, Christine Hsieh, Vivian
Rajeswaren, Sridevi Jampala, Anna Skorupa,
Amy Chew, Jennifer Chen, Melissa Wei
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Uni Multi-Ethnic
Club (UMEC)
The Uni Multi-Ethnic Club once again
undertook the task of educating U ni
about various cultures.
According to Zhenya Tuman ova, copresident along with Shwayta Kukreti
over the 24-member group, the club met
its goal through presentations from various school clubs and visitors and discussions.
The members did more than just that
banal club stuff. There was the everpopular Indian dancing presentation and
a Russian cartoon to keep them entertained.
UMEC also spent much of the year
preparing for the Uni Fair in April, an
annual event (in its third year) replete
with dancing, food and display tables
organized by U ni' s ethnic and cultural
clubs.
(1-r, t-b): Zhenya Tumanova, Adrienne
Shapiro, Asad Husain, Anita Vanka, Paul
Nelson, Celeste LeCompte, Ariel Zodhiates,
Shawn DeLaMar, Melissa Wei, Roaa AIHeeti, Alexandra Sapoznik, Puja Bavda,
Tara Ramanathan, Emily Brothers, Anna
Skorupa, Rupu Malholtra, Sridevi Jampala,
Julie Kaufman, Shwayta Kukreti

Korean-American Club
Basically, the KoreanAmerican Club sold
pizza. Matt Cho, the
president, hoarded the
spoils, hoping to one day
put the money to good
use. The saga continues.
(1-r): Tommy Craggs, Sammy
Sohn, Albert Gee, Jeff Kang,
Matt Cho, Peter Kim (pictured
but not a member: Nicole
Vernon)

~
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ExploraVision Stays Up Really Late
Two teams entered the ExploraVision contest this year. Team A, which consi ted of Anand Sarwate, Asad
Husain, and Ranjit Bhagwat, designed a electronic eye, the A VReS (Artificial Vision Restoration System),
which would allow blind people to regain their sight. Team B, Priya Monrad, Tara Ramanathan, and Anita
Vanka, created a cardiovascular heart monitor which would allow doctors to monitor their patients more
effectively. Team A's project was selected as one of 12 nation wide finalists, winning them a chance to make
a video about their project and compete for a grand prize of $10,000 each. The video was produced over
Agora Days and during many long night sessions in the weeks following. Mr. Stone, the teams' sponsor, said
that ExploraVision is the largest science competition in the world, while the teams said they were grateful
just for the chance to compete.

Left to Right: Ranjit Bhagwat, Anand Sarwate, Asad Husain, David Stone, Anita Vanka, Tara Ramanathan, Priya
Monrad.

Its okay, Anand, really it is!
til
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PCC's Get Us Into College
The PCC' s were a hard working bunch this year. They spent countless hours slaving away in the counseling
annex to help U ni' s Juniors and Seniors get into the college of their choice. The PCC' s provided an invaluable
service with their helpful newsletters, scholarship information and tips for essay writing.
The 1997 PCC's.
Asad Husain, Anitia
Vanka , Chandra
Linton, Amanda
Smeltzer, Sandeep
Sodhi,
Nadia
Reynolds, and Lisa
Mice/e.

Math Team
A large number of students participated in Math Team again this year. A team from each class met at lunch
on a different day of the week. The students participated in several contests including the AHSME and the
Parkland contest. Everybody had lots of fun doing math problems while eating lunch and sometimes even
getting extra credit!

,,,
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Clockwise from
Right: lmran has fun
with his food in
French Club,; Adam
and Aaron race
around Uni Gym
during Latin Club's
annual
Chariot
races ;
Andrew
shows off his magic
skills by playing
cards with his eyes
closed.

Near Right: Alex and
Cynthia relax during
Art Club. Far Right:.
Ms. Morris blends in
with her Subbie
Buddy group.
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Clockwise from left: Rupu, Christine, and
A sad lead an interesting discussion during
Asian-American Club; French Club poses
with the cast of a play they saw in Springfield ; Nadia hangs up the Happy Holidays
banner while the PCC's decorated the
halls; Usama plays some music during
Techno Club.
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It was a banner year for Uni High Sports. The Girls Basketball team went 14-7. The
Basketball and Soccer teams won their first regional games, ever! Girls Volleyball began
its first year as a varsity squad and they won their first regional match. Also, a new sport,
Girl's Soccer began, thrilling fans far and wide. It was a exciting year for Uni High Sports,
records were broken, foes were vanquished, and The Great Conspiracy died.

Subbie Sports
This year's subbies were enthusiastic as always. Both Boys' and Girls' Basketball teams had full,
fufilling seasons, while Subbie Cross Country ran their fastest.

Boys' Basketball

Ulric learns how to fly.

Again coached by Rick Murphy,
this year's subbie boys had a grand
old time. Team players Thomas
Bailey, Ulric Bigby, Jason Boyd,
Martin Ceperly, Ty Esler, Ben
Leff, Gabe Mathy, Ian Orland,
Eric Portis, Adam Ragheb, Galen
Reeves, Ben Sapp, Matt Schiel,
Dan Shapiro, Gopal V emuri, Matt
Woodbury, and Charles MelbyThompsen won and lost enough
games to have fun while learning
the fundamentals of the game.

Coach Murphy gives the boys' team a little advice.

Girls' Basketball
Subbie girls Tara Alan, Gillian Bregman, Michelle Byme,
Whitney Osborne, Morgan Reeder, Susan Sefranek, and
DJ Yu all participated in Subbie Girls' Basketball this
year. Lead by Coaches Matt Mlynski and Don Doduk the
girls played a good season. "These girls played hard,"
said Coach Mlynski when asked about the season. This
years' subbie girls won more games than any girls'
subbie basketball team before. "This year went great!"
said Whitney Osborne when asked about the season.
Girls' basketball coach Rebecca Murphy said that she
was looking forward to working with these girls.
Coach Matt Mlynski explains his brutal tactics to
girls' basketball players; Tara Alan, Whitney Osborne,
Susan Sefranek, Gillian Bregman, and OJ Yu while
Coach Don Doduk looks on.

Cross Country
Gabe Mathy, Charles Melby-Thomson, Adam Ragheb, Goba Vemuri, and Matt Woodbury ran through a
season which coach Doug Mynatt described as 'okay'. Coach Mynatt went on to state that "The kids ran
well ... I'm looking forward to seeing them next year."

/
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IV Volleyball
For their first year separated from the Varsity, the JV Volleyball team did well, finishing the season
with a record of 3-13. With two easy wins over Villa Grove, the JV girls reached the peak of their
season, creaming the Blue Devils. The season was loaded with laughs, fun, and occasional conditioning.
The first year players improved greatly, aided by the reliability and talent of the returning volleyball
players not to mention that of Coach Merfs loyal, cheerful, and beautiful stat takers. The team was led
by captain Suzie Franki. The two setters this season were Suzie and Sarah Pepin. Sarah's talent was
definitely not limited to setting; she saved the day against Danville-Baptist by serving 13 points in a row
to destroy their 13-2lead.
In the Back: Coach
Merph, Kate Techtow,
Bea Burton, Jennifer
Meyer, Jill Fleischer,
Sara Medendorp,
Adrienne Shapiro,
Kate Schrepfer, and
Kendra Cord. In the
Front: Ginny Tucker,
Amanda Taub, Sarah
Pepin, Kirsten Me/byThompson, Suzie
Franki, Puja Bavda,
Katie Sutton, and
Becca Mayor-Bernet.

Left center: Coach
Merf psychs up the
team between rounds.
Right center: Katie
slams the ball at a
worried Chrisman
player during Senior
Night. Bottom left:
Suzie, Ginny, Sara,
Sarah, and Katie run
joyfully off the court
while Kirsten impersonates He-man;
Bottom right: Sara and
Sarah defend our floor.
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Volleyball Brings Home the Gold
The first year varsity volleyball team had a successful season. They were led by cocaptains Rebecca Swearingen
and Molly Kaput. The team
finished with a record of 10-10,
but felt that the record did not
reflect their true talent. Their
first victory came at an away
match against Villa Grove. They
lost the first game, but came back
to win the second game. In the
third game of the match they shut

out Villa Grove and won with a
score of 15-0.
The highlight of the season
came when the team won first
place at the Chrisman Invitational Tournament. They beat
Danville-Baptist, who they had
previously lost to twice, in the
championship match. They
brought home a beautiful pink
trophy, which is proudly displayed at Kenney Gym.
The team won their first ever

regional match against Shiloh. In
the second round of the regionals
they gave first seeded Oakland a
run for their money. U ni won
the first game, and lost the
second and third games by only a
few points.
The squad felt that they did
extremely well, being a first year
varsity team. They were happy
with the season and are looking
forward to an even better one
next year.

Clockwise from top left: Coach Rebecca Murphy,
Kate Tech tow, Adrienne Shapiro, Nadia Reynolds,
Amanda Smeltzer, Elisabeth Pollock, Sara
Mendendorp, Manager Kendra Cord, Audrey Wen,
Megan Murphy, Becky Swearingen, Molly Kaput,
Sarah Pepin, Suzie Franki.
Right: -Megan
passes the volleyball like an
expert.

The team huddles up during a time-out, while they are being
cheered on by their loyal fans.

Lis tips the ball over the net.

Double take: Amanda tips the volleyball.

Audrey guides the ball to her target.

Left: "TEAM!" Above: Lis dives for a ball, intending
to make a perfect pass to Molly the setter.

Left: The team celebrates it's tournament
victory. Above: Becky
bumps.

Boys' CC Runs Into Success
Despite the loss of many important runners from last season,
Coach Doug Mynatt and the team
had very high expectations for this
season. The Boys cross country
team, led by captains Andrew
Medendorp and Alex Sansone expressed this year as a season of
rivalries, challenges, and achievements.
The team had an ongoing rivalry with Mahomet-Seymour
throughout the season. They raced
M -S in every meet, getting the

better of their Bulldog rivals four
out of eight times. The best of
the four wins came at the
Mahomet-Seymour Bulldog
Classic where senior Christian
Suloway beat an M-S runner by
thirty seconds to help the Illineks
capture a onepoint advantage
over Mahomet for the title.
The team as a whole was very
disappointed with a sixth place
finish at the State meet in
Detweiler Park, Peoria on November 2. They felt they were

Above: Team photo (Varsity, I tor) Christian Suloway, Adam Reynolds,
Alex Sansone, Brendan Hanna-Holloway, Coach Doug Mynatt, Paul
Herendeen, Andrew Medendorp, Jeff Helfrich. Above Right: Paul stretches
his muscles well before a meet. Right: Andrew runs hard at Mahomet.
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ill-prepared mentally which caused
them to "completely collapse" as
Sansone, a senior, put it.
At the Fall Sports Awards Ceremony where team members were
recognized for their personal accomplishments, sophomore Jeff
Helfrich was voted as Most Valuable while the Tough IllinekAward
went to Sansone. The top runners
of the varsity team for State were
Paul Grayson, Helfrich, Medendorp, Sansone, Suloway, and Matt
Wilhelm.

Far Left: Matt emerges from the
pack at Mahomet. Left: Paul pushes
it to the end at 11/ini Meadows.

Middle Left: Christian finishes strong at State. Above:
Jeff flexes his power and grits his teeth to take
himself home at 11/ini Meadows. Left: Christian and
Paul run into cold weather at State.
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Girl's Cross Country
This year's team exhibited the largest number in many
years thanks to five freshmen runners: Celeste Lecompte,
Meredith Main, Rebecca Tabb, Melissa Wei, and Ariel
Zodiates. Nearly half the team consisted of new members.
Captains Senior Shawn DeLaMar and Junior Emily Brothers
led the team through a challenging year. They fell short of
achieving their goal to win a team trophy, missing by only
one place in three different meets. Despite this drawback, the
season was full of many personal records, promising runners, and most importantly, team unity. As Shawn DeLaMar
put it, "[It was] a good season for team unity. [There were]
lots of team dinners and stuff."

Above: Tori smiles for the camera before a meet. Top Right: Anita
feels the pain at regionals. Bottom Right: Shawn runs in her last
season.
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Above: Girls cross country
team. Bottom Right: Becca
packs . Bottom Center:
Hanan leads the group.
Bottom Left: Ariel races to
the finish. Middle Far Left:
Emily and Tori pass their
opponents. Middle Near Left:
A dazed Anna runs hard.

l'
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Soccer
The Uni High '96 soccer Illineks had one of their best seasons in the last millenium. As one of the
premier midfielders in our region, Jeff Kang led the team to an exciting and successful season. The other
two co-captains were Jon Lansing and Nils Christianson, both having done excellent jobs at stopper and
midfield positions, respectively. Thomas Schrepfer was spectacular most of the time, even when the ball
was shanked into the goal. Other seniors on varsity included Aaron Rosa as a fullback, Daniel Kolchinsky
as a midfielder, and Adam Joncich as everything. Coaches Phil and Georg Grathoff were loud on the
sidelines but always for a good cause. The rest of the team included such renowned "supa" stars as John
Fahrner, Jason Bant, Tyson "freshman sensation" Masar, Suman Dasgupta, Joe Sapp, Peter Kim, and the
burly brothers Luke and Matt Walczewski. In short, at eight wins, nine losses, and two ties, the team was
much improved over last year's 3-15 spank-a-thon. One of those victories came in a regional vs.
Hoopeston. And now your team, the fighting lllineks! Woo Hoo!
Left to right; Pillars of
goa/keeping; George
Weisiger and Thomas
Schrepfer (Duane Linton) . Taller people;
Aaron Rosa , Suman
Dasgupta,
Sammy
Sohn, Jeff Kang, Matthew Walczewski, Jason Bant, Jon Lansing,
Lester Fahrner, Luke
Walczewski,
Adam
Joncich, Tomas Aref,
Pedro DeRose, Dan
Kolchinsky, Peter Kim,
Nick Wisseman , and
Dan Finnerty. Front row;
Nick Pelafas, Dave Thomas, Brian Smith, Tyson
Masar, James Thomas,
Robert Broadbent, Joe
Sapp, Scott Strand,
Daniel Slichter, Artemy
Kolchinsky, Christine
Manganaro,
lmran
Rashid, Nils Christianson, and Christopher
Lamb.

One word: skills.

Rosa takes one for the team

Upper Left: Nils
thrashes the ball
with a style
unlike any other.
Upper Middle:
One of Joe 's
numerous "bad
hair days."
Upper right:
Thomas catches
more than just
sky. Far Left:
Jeff pulls a
wedgie in midair whilst
heading the ball.
Left: Peter
found out tickets
to Dave
Matthews went
on sale.

Another victim of Tyson 's juking ability
Do ya fee/lucky, punk?
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Penguins Rock the Pool
The girls swim team began the season by gaining a new coach, Carol Wright, who taught them that there
are no limits. After renaming themselves the Penguins, these dedicated girls attended practice at5:30 A.M.
almost everyday. The team almost beat Charleston and Central. Considering that by the end of the year there
were only nine girls left, this was a big accomplishment. The spirited Penguins attended many sports events
together as a team and they had a blast. The team was lead by senior captains Nicole V emon, Chandra
Linton, and Lori Cooper. Throughout the season the team improved greatly and had a good time together.
Right: The girl's swim team 1-r, t-b, Cori
Williams, Nicole Vernon, Crystal YatesWhite, Gumby Tipei, Chandra Linton,
Amara Lisy, Betsy Braden, Sarah Dunn,
Katy Love, Ursula Wagner, Lori Cooper, Natalie Ceperley. Middle Left: Katy
leaves the competition in her wake.
Middle Right: Lori pulls through the
water. Bottom Left: Amara comes up
for a breath. Bottom Right: Chandra,
Amara, Katy, Besty, Nicole and Ursula
laugh at their easy competition.
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Above Left: Chandra pulls
Carol in the water as the rest
of the team pushes too. Above
Right: The Penguins cheer
and Cori is amazed as Uni
finishes first place in a relay.
Middle Left: Crystal visualizes
her next race. Middle Right:
Chandra pauses in between
races. Right: The team fits
Sarah "the bullet" into a cap.

Boys' N Basketball
Boys' JV Ball had a hell of a year, starting off slow, but picking up as the season rolled along. The team lost
many of its strongest players to varsity, but had lots of promise springing up from the lower classes. A new
coach, Chris Warren, worked the lead out of the team one grueling practice after another, and helped the team
break their slump not only
by his impeccable coaching skills, but by the dark
forces held within his
"Star Wars" and Michael
Jordan ties. All in all, the
team was a very cohesive
group, always willing to
lend a helping hand to a
teammate in need. They
played good team ball and
learned the importance of
the third quarter. It looks
like we' ll have a tough
squad next year.

From left to right, top to bottom; According to George, the stats are /ookin '
mighty good; Luke Walczewski,
A. K.A. "The Thunder Down Under/
Iceman/Coo/hand," posts up effortlessly on one of the hundreds of defenders he crushed this year; Phil
Rowell, Jr. works through his preflight checklist while Luke fights for
position; Tyson strides the length of
the court with effortless grace and
style; Coach Warren fearlessly leads
his troops in a vicious battle cry.
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Girls JV Basketball
The girls started off their eason with two new coaches, Courtney Porter and Carlos Brown. Together they led the girls to their final record of 7-9, and in the words of one team member, "They
were phenomenal! " The team welcomed four new players this year: Freshmen Sara Medendorp and
Nichole Wleklinski, and Sophomores
Katy Love and Ami Choi. Everyone
helped everyone else out and the
entire team had a wonderful season.

Left to right, Back row: Erin Trauth, Helen Estabrook,
Emily Brothers, Kate Schrepfer, Sara Medendorp, Nell
Burger, Anna Skorupa, Nichole Wleklinski, and Cyndra
Lattimore. Front row: Audrey Miller, Amara Lisy, Katy Love,
Tara Ramanathan , Zewde Demissie, and Ami Choi.
Above: Amara weighs
the odds, and tries to
back through Chrisman.
Far left: Emily and a
Chrisman player
sandwich Cyndra who
frantically tries to claw
her way out. Left: The
brand new coaches
Courtney and Carlos
are absorbed in the
game.

Left: Our opponent plays nice and passes to a
stunned Nell. Above: Kate and Emily dance in the
middle of the game.
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Boys Basketball Rocks the Gym
It was a great year for the Boys Basketball
team. The experienced squad improved
greatly from last year winning six more
games for a total of eight. Season highlights included sweeps of both Normal
Calvary and Arch-Rivals Deland Weldon.
The second win over Normal Calvary came
in dramatic fa hi on. U ni won by one point
counting on unlikely heroes Sammy Sohn
and Evan Smith while four of Uni's top
players watched from the bench. The Boys
also won the fir t class A regional game in
Uni's history; and et several records with
their amazing free throw hooting. Said
senior captain Tommy Craggs "This was a
great group of guys. We really came
together at the end of the year and did
something no other team has ever done."

Clockwise from top: Tommy goes
for a three. Cho starts a fastbreak.
Jeff gets introduced to the crowd.
Mason ventures in among the trees.
Opposite page. Adam's coefficient
of friction is less than expected.
Jon takes an Oakland player to the
hole. Cho bombs away from three.
Dan's missing something, like the
ball.
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The Boy's
Varsity team.
Back row:
Chris Warren,
Dan Tucker,
Jon Berg,
Evan Smith,
Adam Joncich,
Thomas
Schrepfer,
Tommy Craggs
Joel Beesley.
Front Row:
Aaron Rosa,
Jeff Kang,
Mason
Throneburg,
Albert Gee,
Matt Cho,
Jon Lansing,
SammySohn.
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Girls Basketball Has Superb Season
The varsity girl's basketball team finished the season with an impressive record of 14-7. They started off
slow, due to many illnesses, but picked up speed after winter break, where they went 6-2 before regionals.
Coach Merf continued as head coach, and Carlos Brown and Courtney Porter served as assistant coaches.
Highlights of the season include a victory over previously undefeated Cerro Gordo, and two wins over
previously undefeated Villa Grove. At regionals the team was again pitted against their longtime foe,
Oakwood. However, this year it was Uni who came away from this game victorious. The team went on to
lose the regional championship by only 3 points. There were eight seniors on the team this year, and they
will be missed. Coach Merf is hopeful that next year will be a success because a core group of players are
returning. It was a great year for Uni High Girls basketball.

Top, L-R: Becky Swearingen, Shawn DeLaMar, Lis Pollock,
Nadia Reynolds, Amanda Smeltzer, Megan Murphy, Nell
Berger, Emily Brothers. Bottom, L-R: Amy Coombe, Tara
Ramanathan, Erin Trauth, Audrey Miller, Audrey Wen.
Above: Megan
looks to score as
she pump fakes
her opponent.
Right: Audrey
scores on a fast
break as both
teams run to
catch her. Far
right:
Becky
launches the ball
towards the basket.

Clockwise from left: Lis leads the pack
on a fast break; Coach Merf tries to
prove once and for all that she is heads
above the rest; The team listens as
Coach Merf strategizes during a
timeout; Amanda lays the ball in the
basket-is she touching the backboard?

Baseball Swings for the Fence
---~---

Top-Bottom, LR: Coach Joel
Beesley,
SammySohn,
Tommy Craggs,
Phil Rowell,
John Berg,
Scott Strand,
Coach Matt
Mylinski, Ryan
McCarthy, Rob
Mills, Albert
Gee, Brian
Smith, Pedro
DeRose, Elliott
Ramos, Thomas Schrepfer.
Not pictured:
Andy Grace,
Adam Joncich,
Edwin Ramos,
Luke
Walczewski.

Soccer
Top-Bottom, L-R:
Coach Phil Gratoff,
Manager Nils
Christianson, Amara
Lisy, Anna Skorupa,
Christine Manganaro,
Jill Fleisher, Katie
Schrepfer, Christine
Hsieh, Coach Mike
May, Rebecca
Bartlett, Nichole
Wlecklinski, Zewde
Demissie, Amanda
Taub, Crystal Zych,
Claire Wegel, Emily
Wisseman. Not
Pictured: Ami Choi,
Sarah Dunn, Molly
Kaput, Chandra
Linton, Audrey Miller,
Megan Murphy,
Nicole Vernon,
Audrey Wen.
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Girls
Track
Left-Right: Laura
Koritz, Tori Depew,
Celeste LeCompte,
Emily Brothers,
Katy Love, Sara
Medendorp, Ana
Marie/ Jacala, Crystal Yates- White,
Betsy Braden. Not
Pictured: Bea BurNatalie
ton,
Ceperly, Jing Lu,
Hanan Jassim, Virginia McCreary,
Kirsten Melby- Thompson, Lis Pollock, Ella Rotman,
Ariel Zodhiates.

Boys

Track
Top-Bottom, L-R:
Andrew
Sefranek, Evan
Smith, Paul
Herendeen, John
Fahrner, Peter
Ambrose, Paul
Grayson, Eric
Hsieh, Peter
Brokish, Charles
Terry, Adam
Reynolds, Alex
Sansone,
Andrew
Medendorp,
Jason Bant, Dan
Slichter, Chad
Foxglove,
Christian
Suloway, Jeff Helfrich, Chris Lamb, Sumon Dasgupta, Nick Pelafas, Bryan Lung. Not Pictured: Jason Kimball,
Nate Matthews, Aaron Rosa, Matt Walczewski, George Weisiger.
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school,becausewithoutthem,wewouldbestupid

Office Staff
The women in the office did a great job this year. They made sure they were on top of things whenever anybody skipped class or was tardy. Barb, Cathy, and Linda also kept us well-fed by putting out
supplies of candy and potato chips on the counter.

Barb Aschenbrenner

Cathy Eads

Linda Bruns- Wise

Counseling Staff
The counseling office, with the help of the PCCs, gave out many locker notes to students telling them when
to get their forms in and take their tests. They started a newsletter, "PCC College Zone," which they gave
to all juniors and seniors. Dean Davis-Smith was the counselor for the subfreshmen, freshmen, and
sophomores, while Lisa Micele helped the juniors and seniors. Debbie Bosch was the new secretary, doing
a great job.

Debbie Bosch

Lisa Micele

Dean Davis-Smith

Administration
Shelley Roberts was the principal once again
this year, and Linda Morford was hired as the new
assistant principal. She replaced Joel Crames, who
left after the first week of school and took a job as
principal of a school in Chicago. Dr. Roberts
started a program called Subbie Buddies to help
the new students get acquainted to the school. She
also put in a new policy about unexcused absences.
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Dr. Shelley Roberts

Linda Morford

History Department
There were a few changes in the history department this year. Social Advocacy and Psychology were
changed to semester long courses that met 5 days a week. Mr. Tenace was made a permanent member of
the department, teaching freshman history. Mr. Butler went to Paris and came back with art slides to
show to his sophomores. Mr. Sutton taught U.S. History to the juniors. Ms. Wysocki taught the subbies.
She admitted that there were few changes, but "We just do the good things better."

The History Department: (I tor)
Chris Butler, Bill
Sutton, Edward
Tenace, Barbara Wysocki

English Department
Mr. Zodhiates was the only new English teacher, teaching the sophomores and the creative writing
class. Mrs. Laughlin, junior and subfreshman English teacher, published her own book. All of the
teachers went to the National Conference of Teachers of English in Chicago and came back with some
great ideas. They are working on developing a study of film and television. All of the classes have begun
to incorporate media literacy into the curriculum, under the leadership of Mrs. Burns.

The English Department: (clockwise
from top left) Philip
Zodiates, Jennifer
Van Duzen Burns,
Rosemary Laughlin,
Dave
Porreca,
Audrey Wells, Adele
Suslick.
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Foreign Language Department
Two new teachers joined the Foreign Language Department this year: Pia Bartschi, who taught
German 2 and 3, and John Garvey, who taught French 2 and 3. Chris Thompson came back from Japan
to teach two Japanese classes. Mrs. Bond retired, leaving Herr W. as the interim Executive Teacher.
Almost every language has been planning a trip, except for the Russian classes, whose trip was postponed until next year. Overall, it was an exciting year for foreign languages.

Top Row; L-R; Pia
Bartschi; Paul
Weilmeunster;
Juan-Paublo
Spicer; Chris
Thompson; John
Garvey; Bottom
Row; L-R; Hiroko
Ito; Linda Lopez;
Frances Newman;
Masha Wolkanowski.

Math Department
The math department added one new teacher this year, Scott Gray, who taught Calc II/III and gave
his class quizzes at McDonalds. Mrs. Castellon taught Statistics in between conferences, and Mrs.
Jockusch taught Calc I. Mr. Bild showed the subbies Algebra I and taught Pre-Calc to some juniors.
Mrs. Hermann continued to teach Geometry classes. There was no Executive Teacher this year, but
next year Mark Kammrath will take over.

Carol Castellon
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Linda Hermann

Elizabeth Jockusch

Gene Bild

Scott Gray

Science Department
There were many changes in the Science Department this year. Mr. Andsager left mid-year to go
back to grad school at the U of I. All of the classes were changed to one semester courses. Some
classes were similar to last year's, but some were brand new. Subfreshmen took Earth Studies second
semester, as a new addition to the program. Organic Chemistry, an elective for upperclassmen, was
another new science class. There was more hands-on work in the new introductory classes, making
them more interesting for students. This was an exciting year for science!

Phil Grathoff

David Stone

Pat Morris

David Bergandine

David Andsager

Physical Education Department
Chris Warren was the one new face in the P.E. department this year, replacing Al Ledgin. Chris
tested everyone for body fat percentage at the beginning of the year. The P.E. program included a
greater variety of sports than before, according to Doug Mynatt, who plans to include hackysack and
buka ball in his sports clas es. There was also the ever popular fitness program, which was sometimes
a combination of endurance runs and circuit training. As usual, the year of fitness training will culminate in a 5K run.
The P.E. Department, from left to
right; Rebecca
Murphy; Chris
Warren; Athletic
Director Sally
Walker; Doug
Mynatt.
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Computer Science Department
The biggest news to come out of the CS department was the University of Illinois' decision to allow
Uni students to have dial-in accounts on their modem
bank. Due to the departure of Peter Kimble, the
introductory computer science classes were radically different this year. Preston Smith, the second
Smith in the department, took his place. Computer
applications were emphasized rather than the history
of computers. There was also more Internet instruc-

tion in all of the classes. Mr. Preston Smith taught a
new UNIX class, and Mr. Greg Smith taught an
advanced class that built Pentium computers from
parts to be u ed in the IBM lab. Three new Macs, a
new server, and a flatbed canner were added to the
Mac lab. When a ked to comment on teaching high
school computer cience, Preston Smith said, "I
couldn't like it any more." He enjoyed the opportunity for more hands-on work rather than college-like
lectures.

Left to Right: Michael
Smeltzer, Greg Smith,
Preston Smith.

Fine Arts Department
Karen Hellyer, the art teacher, Barbara Ridenour,
the drama teacher, and Rick Murphy, the music
teacher, returned as the faculty of the Fine Arts
Department. A new class, Introduction to Radio and
Television, was taught by Ms. Ridenour and Joel
Beesley. The students in the class learned to shoot
videos, do interviews, and write radio dramas. They
hope to broadcast a news program in the lounge
every other week during the second semester. Ms.

Left to right: Karen
Hellyer, Barbara Ridenour, Rick Murphy.
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Hellyer continued to teach computer graphics as well
as non-computer art. The numbers were smaller in
Chorus, which was only offered during one period a
day, three days a week. Jazz Band grew and improved enough to go to a competition in the spring.
There were many subbies included in Jazz Band,
which will provide good music for years to come.
Mr. Murphy also sponsored Music Club, led by Amy
Chew and Cynthia Chiang, which gave recitals during lunch.

Library
Frances. Jacobson and Runelle Shiver led the
library again this year. Lois Byers was the half-time
graduate assistant and Ron Romasanta was the undergraduate assiatant. Amanda Smeltzer was the
student assistant and Julie Kaufman shelved books

Frances Jacobson

once a week. Mrs. Jacobson was excited about the
new database Electric Library, which has hundreds
of newspapers and magazines for research, and much
more. The library also started a Boo_k Discussion
Group that met during lunchtime.

Runelle Shriver

Ron Romasanta and Lois Byers

Department of One
friend! y to talk to. According to
Russian teacher Masha W olkanowski, "He's such a sweetie! Just
go up and talk to him." And there
you have the essence of the Uni
High custodial staff.

John Turner continued as the
school cu todian. He is a permanent fixture in the halls of Uni,
picking up all the trash that the
students leave. He tands quietly
by and does his job, but is also

John Turner

Development
Marilyn Bant was the head of the Development Office
again this year, with Joel Beesley assisting her when he
wasn't coaching the boys' basketball team or Introduction
to Radio and Television. Their big project early in the year
was working on the 75th Reunion. With lots of student and
faculty assistance, they pulled it off and it went wonderfully! As always, they tried to encourage alumni support of
the school.
Joel Beesley

Marilyn Bant

"I believe a leaf of grass is no
less than the journey- work of
the stars." - Walt Whitman
Roughly 230 underclassmen
though test after
test, experiencing many things
the while . They knew the
value of working hard as well as
playing hard. They enjoyed Mr .
B' s unique lectures, Mr . Stone ' s
humor, Mrs. Morris' product testing, and went wild at dances . But
outside the classroom came many
other activities in which underclassmen at Uni excelled . Underclassmen provided the bright
futures of sports teams, plays,
leadership in organizations,
music and of course , academics .

SubFreshmen - Class of 2001
Tara Alan
Thomas Bailey
Carol Baym
Allison Beck

Ulric Bigby
Jason Boyd
Gillian Bregman
Carl Broadbent

Michelle Byrne
Martin Ceperly
Eric Chang
Charles Conway

Kelly Digges
Kirsten Emilsson
Ty Esler
Kathryn Faith

Michelle Feltes
Emlyn Freeman
Zhubin Gahvari
Masha Gelfand
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Right: The infamous
Tweeter. Below: Andy
tells the subbies all
about life at Uni.

Liesel Hess

Sara lgl
Rebekah Kunkel
llina Kuriashkina
Katherine Lamb

Benjamin Left
Yong-Bee Lim
Judy Liu
Nicholas Lowery
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SubFreshmen - Class of 2001
Fanzi Mao
Gabriel Mathy
Charles MelbyThompsen
Ryoko Oono

lan Orland
Whitney Osborne
Christopher Otto
Anupama
Paruchuri

Janeki Patel
Diane Plewa
Eric Portis
James Prell

Adam Ragheb
Morgan Reeder
Galen Reeves
Eithan Ritz

•..
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Laila Saied
Nicolas Sansone
Benjamin Sapp
Matthew Schiel
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Far Left: Charles
Melby- Thompson
does his best Elvis
impression. Near
Left: A scared Matthew Schiel tries to
escape the crowd.

Susan Sefranek
Meera Sekar
Daniel Shapiro
Elizabeth Slattery

Michaela Tarr
Melinda Taub
Gopal Vemuri
Rachel Walsh

Daniel Weissman
Matthew Woodbury
Daijun Yu
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Top Left: (1-r) Subbies Martin, Matthew, Kelly, and
Elizabeth party with
Captain Rat. Middle
Left: It's Ben Left!!
Middle Right: (t-b)
//ina , Tara, Ty, and
Anu have fun writing
at the board. Bottom Left: (1-r) //ina,
Eithan, and Gopal
study hard. Bottom
Right: //ina, Janeki,
Diane, and Kirstin in
the halls.
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Top left: Kathryn gives a
uwhatever" look. Top right:
It's Eithan! Middle left: Nick
gives a studly pose while
flexing for the camera.
Middle right: Beth attempts
to kill Adam, (something
we've all wanted!) while Fanzi
watches. Bottom left: the
subbie boys (clockwise from
left: Gopal Vemuri, Tom
Bailey, Jason Boyd, Ben
Sapp, Tony Khan, fan Orland,
and Galen Reeves), enjoy
their daily visits to the kitchen.
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Freshmen - Class of 2000
Mac Alexander
Roaa AI-Heeti
Mara Bandy
John Bocharov

\
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Betsy Braden
Beatrice Burton
Jennifer Chen
Kendall Chuang

David Delgado
Vilas Dhar
Matthew Harrington
Jennifer Iversen

David Jacobson
Michael Kendricks
Colin Kennedy
Art Kolchinsky

Julianne Kuck
Andreanna Lau
Celeste LeCompte
Duane Linton
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Top Left:
Virginia is still
smiling ... how
naive.
Top Middle:
Charles is
easily confused.
Top Right:
Isn't Joe a
sophomore?
Bottom Left:
Colin? Out of
the computer
lab?
Bottom Middle:
Celeste laying
in the middle of
the hall, as
usual.
Bottom Right:
Sean is so
CUTE!

Bryan Lung
Kim Ly
Meredith Main
Tyson Masar

Virginia McCreary
Andrew McNabb
Sara Medendorp
Jennifer Meyer

Ondrej Mitas
Jack Monahan
Zeynab Moradi
Sean Morales-Dayle
\l£,
...
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Freshmen - Class of 2000
Errol Packard
Nicholas Pelafas
Elliot Ramos
Emily Richardson

Phillip Rowell
Samuel Schnuer
Anna Sczaniecka
Daniel Slichter

Benjamin Smarr
Scott Strand
Rebecca Tabb
Alexander Tarr

Charles Terry
Alexander Thaler
David Thomas
Alexandra Tipei

Virginia Tucker
Claire Wegel
Melissa Wei
Avital Weinberg
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Top Left: Tyson
ponders the wonder of pepperoni.
Top Middle: Phil
Gump, nephew of
Bubba. Top Right:
Sarah looking
"cute " . Bottom
Right: Nick being
clever as usual.
Bottom Middle :
Art getting ''put in
his place". Bottom Left: Crystal
Zych 's brilliant
impersonation of
a deer in the
headlights.

Corrine Williams
Emily Wisseman
Nichole Wleklinski
Erik Wright

Crystal Yates-White
Ariel Zodhiates
Crystal Zych

-~
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Jenny and Ginny, how cute!

Jennifer Iverson and Crystal Zych are hypnotized by the goings on
in the kitchen.

Look at me! Look at me! I am Colin Kennedy!

80 '"

Ariel has fun in the kitchen. Don't those onions look yummy?

Left: Phil and Nichole mingle with the upperclassmen at a dance. Above: Roaa and
Tali try not to look too excited.
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Sophomores - Class of 1999
Lian Alan
Puja Bavda
Peter Brokish
Nell Burger

Natalie Ceperley
Christopher Chen
Amy Chew
Ami Choi

Brian Chou
Kendra Cord
Matthew Croisant
Sumon Dasgupta

Tory Depew
Christopher Domig
Sarah Dunn
Helen Estabrook

Daniel Finnerty
Hormozd Gahvari
Katherine Geeseman
Kavi Goel
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Left: There she
is, Miss Teen
America.

Daniel Grossman
Jeffrey Helfrich
Jeremy Hobson
Ana Jacala

Hanan Jassim
Cyndra Lattimore
Natalie Lawrence
Amara Lisy
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Sophomores - Class of 1999
Jing Lu
Katy Love
Sammeer Maholtra
Christine Manganaro

Reed Martin
Nate Mathews
Becky Mayor-Bernet
Ryan McCarthy

Audrey Miller
Rob Mills
Dan Morales-Doyle
Matt Nuzzo

Amanda Ochs
Lis Pollock
lmran Rashid
Kurt Reutter

Ella Rotman
Joe Sapp
Katie Schrepfer
Brian Smith
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Left: Audrey and
Cyndra do their
morning aerobics on the
lounge floor.

David Smyth
Rupi Sodhi
Sammy Sohn
Phillipa Soskin

Katie Sutton
Laura Sweet
Amanda Taub
Kate Techtow

James Thomas
Sarada Upuluri
Luke Walczewski
Matt Wilhelm

Nick Wisseman
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Peter is the Calculus Stud

Amanda, Ami and Kate come out of class smiling

Helen

Joe, Katy, Sarah, Rupi and Amara - one 'big happy family

Matt looks excitedly into his yogurt
Lis and Sammy snuggle up

s6
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Jeremy puts his lunch back in the bag

Nell and Audrey think the fruit on the juice machine is tasty

Nate jumps on a suprised Joe 's back
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Juniors -Class of 1998
Peter Ambrose
Thomas Aref
Jason Bant
Rebecca Bartlett

Michael Baym
John Berg
Rob Broadbent
Emily Brothers

Ajit Chary
Cynthia Chiang
Nils Christianson
Nicola Dach

Zewde Demissie
Pedro DeRose
John Fahrner
Gillian Fleischer

Suzanne Franki
Karl Gruschow
Brendan HannaHolloway
Paul Herendeen
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Upper left: Eric reads
Macbeth with Feeling. Upper right:
Andy working away
at his homework.
Lower left: Megan
leans casually
against the blackboard thus covering
her back in chalk.
Lower right: Zewde
grins cheerfully from
her corner"in the
lounge.

Alex Hobson
Christine Hsieh
Eric Hsieh
Christopher Hutchens

Sridevi Jampala ·
Molly Kaput
Julie Kaufman
Christine Keller

·i'
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Juniors - Class of 1998
Peter Kim
Jason Kimball
Laura Koritz
Shwayta Kukreti

Christopher Lamb
Kirsten MelbyThompsen
Megan Murphy
Paul Nelson

Jaclyn Peek
Sarah Pepin
Will Preece
Vivian Rajeswaren

Edwin Ramos
Adam Reynolds
Alexandra Sapoznik
Andrew Sefranek

Steven Severinghaus
Adrienne Shapiro
Anna Skorupa
Joseph Smarr
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Upper left: Alex Hobson flashes a blinding
smile. Lower left: Brendan stares placidly at
a wall. Bottom Right: Adrienne, Andy, Steve,
and Thomas recite lines from Macbeth. Below: Anna hides Shwayta from the camera.

Selin Song
Jarrett Spiro
Ryan Stoia
Jane Tumanova

Ursula Wagner
Matt Walczewski
George Weisiger
Pari Zutshi
\llt
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Above: What IS
Jason eating?
Above right: I'm
so happy! This is
great!!! Aren 't
you
happy?!
Right: Matt and
Molly, when they
think no one 's
looking, can be
oh-so-cute. Below right: A day
in the life of the
English students.
Below: Megan
tries to bite a
book, as another
student watches
in disgust.
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Left: Karl kicks back
and relaxes while
Suzie takes a midday
snooze Lower left:
Jarrett imitates Eric
playing Macbeth. Below: Selin smiles obligingly from the depths
of the Japanese class .
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From Top Left, Clockwise: Freshmen
Nichole and Art, and Sophomores Katy
and Joe with their favorite breakfast
foods. Sophomore exchange student
Anya shows us how much she loves
Uni. Freshman Colin with his life savings. Sophomore Natalie and
Fresh woman Crystal share some love
and a milkshake. Junior Edwin and his
(not-so-enthusiastic) Freshman brother
Elliot, share tender moments eating
together.
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Sophomore Luke jumps on Junior George's shoulders while George grins under Luke's weight.

Sophomores Kendra C. and Katy L. give each other highfive for getting through yet another tough day.

This is how Juniors Vivian, Ania, Laura and Emily spend their lunch everyday!

-i'
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We seniors could not escape the realm of Uni. Not yet. There was still the
weekly 15 notecards/ 3 Bibs to do in preparation for debates, the internet searches for
biology class, the fitness to run, the Calculus homework to finish, the 300 minutes to
fulfill, the college apps and essays to write, the "senioritis" to deal with, and about a
zillion other things ... all with one day hovering in the back of our minds - graduation. Although at times we were dying to get out of here, we could not help feeling
scared to leave Uni for college and beyond. What made the class of 1997 unique?
Our ability to come together as we became older. We came from all corners of this
community and over five years, fit snuggly into the senior alcove- and got along.

University High School- Class of 1997

Sarah Barclay
Can I have a ride?- Laura
Can you die from boredom? - Ben
The sun sets in the west (just about everybody knows that) , but
Sunset Towers faced east. Strange!- The Westing Game
Mom, I forgot to wear underwear!!!! - Ben
It's normal for things to be shitty. - Now and Then
Enjoy life to the fullest. -A lady on our tour bus
What's with today today? - Empire Records
Delight in the little things. - Rudyard Kipling

Ilya Bakshee
D.M., Me
Get the hello of Mindy!! :) -Anand
Eat Me! - The guy from Another Stakeout
Ok, lets establish some rules. - Neil
If you have a fountain , shut it! Let the fountain rest too.
- Kosma Prutkov
The comprehension of indefinite requires indefinite amount of time.
So study or don't study, same thing . -A & B Strugazky

Gozen Amber Basar
Listen to the mustn'ts child
Listen to the don'ts
Listen to the shouldn'ts, the impossibles, the won 'ts
Listen to the never haves
Then listen close to me
Anything can happen child
Anything can be - Shel Silverstein
Things are never quite as scary when you have a best friend .
-Calvin
You never know what is enough unless you know what is more than
enough. -William Blake
A lot of a good thing can be wonderful.- Mae West
After one look across the desert, Jack concluded that it was too far
to walk, so he got back in his car and kept on driving.
- Jack Handey
For me the only perfection is when you 're here. -Claire Scanlan
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Ranjit Bhagwat
Zig
Jazz is in the genes. - Sonny Rollins
Look alive, boys. Some stewed prunes comin' your way.
- Chief Wiggum , The Simpsons
Basically, I'm looking for quotes that'll make me look smarter than I
actually am. - Alan K.
Somewhere in this house, a potato is going bad .... - Zach H.
Look out, Cap'n Jack! Here come the Owl People! - Steve Allen
Fools! I'll destroy them all! -The Mad Scientist
How can I know what I think until I see what I say? - E.M . Forster
A generation without name I ripped and torn I nothing to lose I
nothing to gain I nothing at all. - U2
I am the heat that withholds and sends down the rains; I am
immortality and death; both being and nonbeing am I.
- Bhagawad Gita, 9:19

AnnaBial
Whenever anyone is talking , it's me. - Katie in Russian class
Paul , stop acting like children . -Carolyn
"I am dead, sir," she replied . A few minutes later they became
engaged.- Virginia Woolf Orlando
Baby, if you can't change the world ,
maybe you should just change yourself. - Tom Petty
Did you come here to play Jesus to the lepers in your head? - U2
There will be time to prepare a face to meet the faces that you
meet. There will be time to murder and create. - T.S. Elliot
Imagine there is no heaven I It's easy if you try I No hell below us I
Above us only sky. -John Lennon

Brandon Bowersox
bbd, nodnarb, flowerbox
Man-if you leave it'll just be all guys working tonight. Well ,
except Laura and Debbie ... ! guess that just leaves Laura. - McD's
Not that there's anything wrong with that. - Seinfeld
A kid walks up to the counter in a candy store and slaps down a
penny. He asks the attendant for mixed candies. The man gets out
two peices of candy from the jar behind him, and gives them to the
kid, 'Here's two , mix 'em yourself.' - Mrs. N
This damn ice keeps sliding down the counter-1 can't even spell
'slut' with it! - McD's
For our next advisory meeting, I'll bring in my collection of adult
toys. - Mrs. J
Imagine your surprise when you are attacked by a wandering street
proctologist. - Gargoyle Horoscope
A capacitor is basically rolled like a joint. - Mr. A
Tomorrow in class we'll observe some perverted functions . - Mrs. J

UNIVE
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Rebecca Butler

Does oral sex count? - Lori
Me and my friends , we go a mighty long way - Fishbone
Being bad feels pretty good! - The Breakfast Club
Our love is real , not fade away. -The Grateful Dead (for Jerry Garcia!)
Here's $1900--1 sold my vespers across the street. - Deb , Helen , me
Who threw that pizza down here?? You betta gimme a della!
- Girl that Lori flung pizza on
Nothing left to do but smile , smile , smile! -The Grateful Dead
And now! Let the Wild Rumpus start!
- Max, Where the Wild Things Are
You should open yourself up, empty yourself and let the music fill you from
head to toe, as if it were water filling an empty vessel.
- The Official Book of Dead Heads
We didn't invent the Grateful Dead. The crowd invented the Grateful Dead.
We were just in line to see what was going to happen.
- Jerry Garcia
I'm fucking sick of Fast Freddy Fingers flicking the fucking remote . -Mindy
What a long, strange trip it's been. -The Grateful Dead

Guanyao Cheng
Thought: Why does man kill? He kills for food . And not only food :
frequently there must be a beverage . - Woody Allen
Tambay's hopes, which were nil before , are absolutely zero now.
- Murray Walker
If only God would give me some clear sign! Like making a large
deposit in my name in a Swiss bank. - Woody Allen
An actual tech support call :
What seems to be the problem , Mr. Stern?
There are flames coming from the side of my computer.
Have you restarted without extensions?

MattCho
Bo

Cho - Redman and Method
I'm the fly human being , so watch me freak it in Korean - Redman
Cause I'm keeping it real. .cause I'm keeping it real! - Murray
Still living for the day, in these last days of time- Nas
Life is short, therefore , I shall be a crusader in the fight against
ignorance and fear, beginning with myself. - Ms. Vickers Shelley
Ptbbbbbbbbbbboooottttttt. - Jeff
Let's open up a can of whoop-ass!- Tommy
I guess Vinnie was right. .. -Tommy and Jeff
..1have an egghead with an afro and a chinstrap. -Jeff
It's like a jungle sometimes , it makes me wonder how I keep from going
under. - Grandmaster Flash
To those who scream , keep it real , and yo God , I gotcha back, kill the
fraudulent and honor the code of the lyrical swordsman. - GZA Wu-Tang
Manual 4:12
Fear of a yellow planet. - KP
So keep it tight, alright . - Method
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Robin Colomb
bobbi
My life has been extraordinary, blessed and cursed and won.
- Smashing Pumpkins, Muzzle
I tell you this: No eternal reward will forgive us now for wasting the
dawn. -Jim Morrison
I want you to listen to what I say, write it down on a test, and then
FORGET IT, ok? - Grathoff
Come on honey, let's go for a ride down to where the crickets learn
to sing and play, BABY. - Smashing Pumpkins, Pissant
Lean back, close your eyes , reach deep inside and you can feel that
i'm right there, Love you. - joshie
.. and it's all too much ... God knows i'm helpless. - SP, God
Guess what... I love you ... -me to joshie
No matter where you are, I can still hear you when you dream .
- Smashing Pumpkins, Drown
Umarete wa shinuru hazu nari sore naraba - KISEI
... Come around robin , i could never sleep alone. - billy, joshie

Amy Rae Coombe
Let your light so shine before men , that they may see your great works
and give glory to your Father in Heaven. -Matt 5:16
No bird soars too high if he soars with his own wings. - Wm Blake
Of course I don't look as busy as the men! I did it right the first time and
I didn't wait until the last minute. - Anon.
We can do no great things; we can do small things with great love.
-Mother Teresa
Love is like wildflowers; it is often found in the most unlikely places. - ?
I'll go to the well with you anytime. - Hugh O'Brian
My favorite thing is to go where I've never been. - Diane Arbus
Butterfly in the sky, I can go twice as high. -PBS
It's about being real. - Ms. Nadia Reynolds
Promise you 'll never forget me, ever.- Winnie the Pooh

Lori Cooper
Cori Looper, Lorimar, Lorius Maximus
I know I'm searching for something I Something so undefined I It
can only be seen I By the eyes of the blind I In the middle of the
night. - Billy Joel , "River of Dreams"
Freedom is just another word for nothing left to lose.
- Janis Joplin, "Me and Bobby McGee"
Don't be an ass , Mason. - Mrs. Newman
To obey all the rules is to miss all the fun. - Katherine Hepburn
Destiny is not a chance, it's a choice. - Murph
Logic Strikes Again!- Daniel Grossman
Do I have to wear anything?
-Mrs Newman on Hormozd's Bar Mitzvah
Sometimes the lights are shin in on me I Other times, I can barely
see I Lately it occurs to me I What a long, strange trip it's been.
- Grateful Dead, "Truckin"
Any car can get you where you want to go; but a special car can get
you there with a smile on your face. - Nissan Commercial
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Tommy Wujin Craggs
We'll play a new sport called dorkball and Tommy can be captain.
-AI Ledgin
I don't eat Skip, Jiff or Peter Pan peanut butter cuz I'm not butt-uh.
-Method Man
I always knew that when I looked back on the times I cried , I would
laugh; but I never thought that when I looked back on the times I
laughed, I would cry. - unknown
This path is stupid , it goes in spirals, perhaps in circles ,
but whichever way it goes, I will follow it. - Siddhartha
You see, to them we're like two old socksonce in a while they'll look to make sure we're still there,
but then they just throw us back in the drawer. - Jeff Kang
Ramen noodle time!-Senior quote! - Me, Tom and Jeff
Don't go in the donkoo. - Cho
With the fly human being watch me freak in (half) Korean.- Redman
Chief Bootknockas need space. - Chief Bootknockas (Me, Cho, JK)
Drooling the drool of regret on the pillow of remorse - Dan Patrick

Neil Day
Anyone can do any amount of work,
provided it isn't the work he is supposed to be doing.
- Benchley
To accept civilization as it is practically means accepting decay.
-Orwell

Shawn DeLaMar
If a man does not keep pace with his companions, perhaps it is
because he hears a different drummer. Let him step to the music
which he hears, however measured or far away.- Thoreau
Blessed is he who has learned to laugh at himself,
for he shall never cease to be entertained. -John Bowell
The optimist goes to the window and says, 'Good morning, God.'
The pessimist goes to the window and says, 'Good God, morning. '
-Unknown
Don't be a spectator on your own life. - Mrs. Marshall
All I ask is a tall ship and a star to steer her by.
-John Masefield, Sea Fever
Looking down on others promotes near-sightedness. - Dad
The only variety in men is their choice of color in ties.
- Emily Brothers
May you live all the days of your life. - Jonathan Swift
Ad lnexplorate (Toward the Unknown)
- Motto at Edwards U.S. Air Force Base
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Albert Gee
G$
You only need to go to school long enough to
realize how dumb you are. -Jim Bray
Kumar Das, meet my brother Hagen. - J. Kang
Damn .. .thats a button weed TREE! -A. Grace
I got the cleanest...meanest. .. penis ... - Biggie Smallsz
Did you take an asshole pill?! - Hsieh's Rebellion
Dude, like, dude ...l smell like a combination of grass ... and ass!
-Adam J.
Damn ...you got knocked the FUCK OUT!!- Smokey
Tell Bill to have a Coke and a smile and shut the fuck up!
-E. Murphy

Chad Foxglove
Chadwick, Bad Chad
Bad Chad are you sad? Don't be mad bad Chad
and kick me in the nads. - Chris Tsay
Oh no, my bra strap is showing. - Andrew Medendorp
You are dumb-D-U-M dumb. - My brother
Hey! I look great in a dress! - Doug Mynatt
Hello lampost, how's it goin'? I
I've come to watch your power flowin'.- Mr. Burns
When I go driving, I stay in my lane, but getting
cut off, it makes me insane. -The Offspring
It's the way we sing that makes 'em dream. - +LIVE+

Andy Grace
How come all the chicks up in here are men? - Deep
If you were an ice cream flavor,
you would be pralines and shit. - Rosa
Take a look around. Look at the filth , look at the freak show. Look
at the mindless fools that surround you . Still the chaos with a cool
lead hand. Don't lose your head, that's where all the good stuff is.
-Rollins
Your weakness is money in their bank. - Rollins
The future is uncertain and the end is always near. - Jim Morrison
If I could fly high above the world , would I see a bunch of living dots
that spelled the word stupidity? - Bad Religion
If ignorance is bliss, then wipe the smile off my face.
- Rage Against the Machine
If you get down and you quarrel every day, you 're
saying prayers to the Devils I say.- Bob Marley
No such thing as spare time I no such thing as free time I no such
thing as down time I all you 've got is lifetime. - Rollins
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Paul Grayson
Yes Paul, take the LOOP! -Christian and Andrew
Paul, stop acting like children! -Carolyn and Anna
You know ... watermelon ... sleep? Watermelon ...sleep?- Zhenya
Male crocodiles eat fish . - Matt McClintock
This isn't a saxophone, it's an umbrella! - BG Murphy
Stupid paul with no capital letters! - David
Ring of the Nodoid.- Math Department Display Case
I'm sorry, I shouldn't be eating. No ... if I don't eat I have to sleep .. .
-Peter Folk

UsamaHajj
Sex is a complicated and confusing thing ... just fuck it.
- Victoria Runnels
I'm so happy I'm not sober. -Chris Tsay
Maybe Something which means Nothing is worth more than Nothing
which means Something. - Heather Woods
Losers always whine about doing their best ...winners, they go
home and fuck the prom queen.- The Rock
And tomorrow we'll play with adult toys! - Mrs. Jockusch

Zachary Hensley
Smack, Thwack, Brick-a-Brack
You can be anything you want. .. even a garbage man. What's
important is you like what you're doing.- Dad
If I were Death, he'd be the first one I'd visit. - Ranjit
Who of you by worrying can add a single hour to his life? Since you
cannot do this very little thing, why do you worry about the rest?
-Luke 12:25
I feel a cross-room pounce coming on. - Mr. Murphy
You are so odd . -just about everyone
A gold medal's a wonderful thing but if you're not enough without it
you'll never be enough with it. -John Candy, Cool Runnings
Knowing is not enough, we must apply.
Willing is not enough, we must do. - Bruce Lee
No matter where you go, there you are. - Buckaroo Banzai
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AsadHusain
Never let academics get in the way of your education. - Anonymous
Man , that's just all-good! - Balazs Bognar
You shall find the sweet embrace of death under my wrath.
- Ranjit, during a brutal game of Risk
I guess I'll just have to de-bone you to a slithering lump now.
- Me, in response to Ranjit.
Schools teach you to imitate. If you don't imitate what the
teacher wants, you get a bad grade ... in college , you imitate the
teacher in such a way as to convince the teacher you were not
imitating. That gets you an A.
- Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance
The world tasted bitter. Life was pain. - Siddhartha
Those stupid kids .. . - Mr. B

Adam Joncich
I set it off straight, I spread hate, then I vacate. - Xibit
I got game boy! - Andy Geezee
Man ... we're playin' on some lettuce. - H.Harnisch
Cool io coolio, 5-0 5-0 . - G$
Dude , seriously dude. - Pedro
man , stencil 'b'. - Andy Geezee
p-plum. - EPA
maaaateep. -Jeff H. and Gabe K.
dude ... can we get some T-Bell? - collective homies
The mean ing of life is to you know, go around planting seeds. -B. Rich
I'm glad I ain't spend no cash to hit yo' nasty ass. - B.I.G .
Damn ... You got knocked the tuck out!- smokey
mason .- Hormozd
Like yea, and stuff. - Kcord@mork

JeffKang
Kangpoo, JK, Kang
Earth is a taskgarden ; heaven is a playground . - G.K. Chesterton
Old Marsala. - Holden Caufield , The Catcher In The Rye
Every silver lining has a touch of grey I I will get by I I will survive.
- Robert Hunter
During your times of trial and suffering , when you see only one set
of footprints , it was then that I carried you.
- "Footprints"
Ramen noodle time!. .. Senior quote! - me, Schrepfer and Tommy.
When the doors of perception are cleansed , man will see things as
they truly are , infinite. - William Blake
Huttie's ball! Huttie's ball! - Huttie from Charleston
1-2-3 I'm a butt. -Tommy Craggs
Good session ...aitseeya. - The Chief Bootknockas
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Daniel Kingery
DK, DKJ
I know things are getting tougher I When you can't get the top off the bottom of
the barrel I Wide open road of our future now I Is looking fucking narrow.
- Operation Ivy
Screw you like a rabid moose! - Kolchinsky
The world is evolving so fast that anyone over 20 doesn't have a clue.
- Pump Up the Volume
The new groups are not concerned I With what there is to be learned I They've
got Burton suits, ha, you think it's funny I Turning rebellion into money.
-the Clash
Mmmmmm .... Giobulus pear. - Zach
He made you his bitch! - Andy
Witness this pair in accomplice I Witness this pair lethargic, unconscious I No
brows furrowed in question complacent, completing their tasks I No questions
asked. - Propagandhi
Step into my fiery web of doom! - Ranjit Little wooden boy! No! - the Tick
No, Lisa, the only monster here is the one that has enslaved your mother. I call
him Gamblore, and we must snatch her from his neon claws! - Homer Simpson

Daniel Kolchinsky
DK2, Kolchinskinator, Commie
Drawing is the honesty of the art. There is no possibility of cheating .
It is either good or bad. - Salvador Dali
Each morning when I awake, I experience again a supreme pleasureof being Salvador Dali. - Salvador Dali
Liberty is precious-so precious that it must be rationed.
- Lenin (Vladimir llich Ulyanov)
Blondes make the best victims. They're like virgin snow that shows up the
bloody footprints. -Alfred Hitchcock

Alan Kluegel
You tried your best and you failed miserably. The lesson is NEVER TRY.
- Homer Simpson
Yours is not to reason why, yours is but to do or die. - unknown
Power!!!- me and Ranjit
Screw you like a wild monkey! - Kolchinsky
Bust out the Whoopin' Stick! - Stuart Scott
Knowing others is to be clever, knowing yourself is to be enlightened I Overcoming
others requires force, overcoming yourself requires strength.- Tao Te Ching
Everybody is an idiot including me. - Dilbert
I am, have been, and will ever be only one thing: an American.
- Charles Foster Kane, Citizen Kane
Jai Guru Deva Om I Nothing's gonna change my world.- the Beatles
I love the smell of napalm in the morning. It smells like ...victory.
- Colonel in Apocalypse Now
School is full of phonies, and all you do is study so that you can learn enough to be
smart enough to be able to buy a goddamn Cadillac someday.
- Holden Caulfield, Catcher in the Rye
I did NOT raise my hand. - Chad Foxglove in Jr. English
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Jonathan Lansing
JL,Jon
If I have seen farther than others, then it is because I have stood on
the shoulders of giants. - Isaac Newton
Forgive your enemies, but never forget their names. -John F. Kennedy
The only things in life that you regret are the risks you didn't take. - Unknown
Soccer is like sex. It is about foreplay, and rhythm, and the *buildup* to that big ...
- Alexi Lalas
When you are not training, someone, somewhere is and when you meet them they
will win . - Mr. B
Tell 'em to pour it back in the horse. - Mr. Sutton on Samuel Adams Beer
My grandmother could play better than any one of you guys out there , and she's
been dead for 50 years. - Coach Thorn
It's about nothing. - Jerry Seinfeld
Is this heaven? No, it's Iowa. - Field of Dreams
Real men play football , intelligent men play soccer. - Unknown
My name is Inigo Montoya, you killed my father, prepare to die. - The Princess
Bride

Carolyn Leap
Life doesn't have a topic sentence. - Blown Sideways Through Life
I'm not trying to hit them, I'm just encouraging them to stop.
-Anna B. (about pedestrians)
Without music life would be a mistake. - Friedrich Nietzche
It's the lawnmower guy! - Brandon, Hadas, and Myself
Something I never would have known I Not knowing knowledge never ennobles.
- Moxy Fruvous
We should all listen to [music] even if we don't like it...because deep within every
one of us there is a certain stagnant something that is dormant. - Anna Russell
Don't underestimate the value of Doing Nothing, of just going along ,
listening to all the things you can't hear, and not bothering.
-Pooh 's Little Instruction Book, A.A. Milne
Keep singing, I'll find the key! - my sister Andrea

Chandra Linton
Smiley!- Andy G. , Billy M.
When all kinds of trials and temptations crowd into your lives, my brothers, don't
resent them as intruders but welcome them as friends. Realize that they come to
test your faith and produce in you the quality of endurance. - James 1:2-4
Have a heart that never hardens, a temper that never fires,
and a touch that never hurts. - Charles Dickens
She should just sign up for an ass-beating. - Rosa
When life gives you lemons, make lemonade. - AI
All I wanna do is have some fun . And I've got a feeling the party has just begun.
- Sheryl Crow
Don't worry about a thing . Cuz every little thing is gonna be all right. - Bob Marley
God give me the serenity to accept the things I can not change, the courage to
change the things I can , and the wisdom to know the difference - unknown
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Lee Rawles
LeeLee, LeeLeemouse
I am the girl who does know better but. - John Berryman
The world's a mysterious place for you, isn't it, Lee? - Priya
Remember, Lee, you don' t owe them anything, even if you order
the lobster. - Sarah Barclay
From those who have been given much, much is expected-Dad
No hay un silencio que no termine. - Pablo Neruda
There is great disorder under heaven, and the situation is
excellent - Maoist saying
But then there was a star danced, and under that was I born.
- Beatrice,W. Shakespeare, dedicated to my mommy
That's nice. - Steve
No matter how smart you are, you spend much of your day being an
idiot. Intelligence has much less to do with practical application than
you'd think. - Dilbert
The heart has its reasons, whereof reason knows nothing.- Pascal
The story of life is the blink of an eye I The story of love is hello and
goodbye I Until we meet again. - Emily Schiller

Andrew Medendorp
Sparky
Get your stinking paws off me you damn dirty ape
- Charlton Heston
I'm glad I'm not a guy! - Mr. Bild
Tim, if I ever fight you I'm going to take off all my clothes and whip
you with my towel. - Chris Gorski
Naive? What's that? - Paul Grayson
You know what, my favorite kind of toilet seat is a bemis toilet seat
- Paul Herendeen
Is that a butt? - Sandesh
The point of the eighties was to screw everyone you could get your
hands on. - Mr. Sutton

Roopali Maholtra
Roop, Rupu
Om
It is only shallow people who do not judge by appearances. The true
mystery of the world is the visible, not the invisible. -Oscar Wilde
If you don't defend your honor, people will assume you have none
-Michael Levine
Thinking is the hardest work there is, which is probably the reason so few
engage in it. - Henry Ford
The difference between reality and fiction? Fiction has to make sense.
-Tom Clancy
Say what you have to say, not what you ought.- Henry David Thoreau
You must learn to be still in the midst of activity and to be vibrantly
alive in repose. - Indira Gandhi
Let the others have the charisma. I've got the class . -Anonymous
A loud voice cannot compare with a clear voice , even if it's a whisper.
- Barry Kaufman
Even if you're on the right track, you'll get run over if you just sit there.
-Mom & Dad
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Priya Monrad
Are you suggesting coconuts migrate?? - Monty Python
Sometimes ... you just *don't* want to know.- Anonymous
Yes, of course they have to paint me red before they chop me! It's a
different religion than ours (I think!) - Ringo, "HELP!"
I'm holding sex in my hand ... and eating it in two big bites!
- Brandon (about a donut I believe ... )
'But I don't want to be among mad people!' Alice said.
'Oh, but you can't help that,' said the Cat. 'We're all mad here.'
- Alice in Wonderland

Tara Ramanathan
Let me be your shadow, let me be your sun I
Lift me with you when you fly, our journey has begun.- Anonymous
Tara, you and I are one of a kind. -Anita
Tara, shouldn 't you close your eyes? Or why don't you fast forward
through this part?- Mom and Dad while watching an A-rated movie
Tara Kutty, Do Your Ears Hang Low .. .?- Lee
I must say, she got awfully excited when we passed that Yellow
Convertible on the highway yesterday ... -Carolyn
How the day passes! It's like a life-so quickly when we don't watch
it, and so slowly when we do. - John Steinbeck
It was a time of innocence, a time of confidences I
Long ago it must be, I have a photograph I Preserve your memories:
they're all that's left you . - Simon and Garfunkel , "Bookends"

Katherine Nelson
Katie
I wish I had marshmallows for eyes. - Mason
Oh no! He just tripped over the 3-point line! - basketball commentator
Thank you for coming to our Butter Festival. And what a buttery
festival it's been! - Ranjit
Now Paul will demonstrate something with his balls. - Mr. Jaber
My Curious George doll is no longer curious. -Friends
Wherever you go, there you are. - unknown
The thing about eating tongue is you always feel like it's tasting you
back. - Peter Folk
Life is like a latex condom, it's not 100% guaranteed. - Lisa Novak
The optimist goes to the window and says, 'Good morning, God.'
The pessimist goes to the window and says, 'Good God, morning.'
-unknown
Some will fall in love with life and drink it from a fountain that is
pouring like an avalanche, coming down the mountain.
- Butthole Surfers
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Nadia Reynolds
The soul would have no rainbow , had the eyes no tears. -unknown
To let a fool kiss you is stupid , to let a kiss fool you is worse.
- valentine book
*snort*. - Danilo (soph history)
It's all about the flat-out rotation . - Mrs. Gee
His cow escaped from the barn and threw up. - Mason
May you die in bed at 95 years, shot by a jealous husband.
- Irish wit and wisdom
Death is not a dead end , but a fork in the road. - unknown
Go home! - Rosa (to the crazy woman on prom nite)
A good laugh and a long sleep are the two best cures . - Irish proverb
If I want any crap outta you , I'll squeeze your head. - Dad
So we fix our eyes , not on what is seen , but on what is unseen. For
what is seen is temporary, but what is unseen is eternal.
-2 corin. 4:18
You 're shooting for the stars, but if you don't make one,
alter your shot. - Nike

Rebecca Rich
Becka, Becki, Rebe
You look at me and th ink I'm drowning, but I know that this is the way I
swim. - Billy Golfus
Veni , Vidi , Becki.- J'es
Images aren't always real. Everyone wears a mask.- Amy
If you know me so well , tell me which hand I use.- Celka
There are no stupid questions, only stupid answers. - Grandpa Rich
Becka, get off the ceiling . - Sir Archon
Your life ahead is precious and your moments are so few. - Debby
Friedman
I get tired of hearing it's a crummy world and that people are no
damned good. - Robert Fulghum

Hadas Ritz
No one in the world ever gets what they want and that is beautiful.
Everybody dies frustrated and sad and that is beautiful.
- Don't Let's Start, TMBG
Nothing is at last sacred but the integrity of one's own mind.
- Ralph Waldo Emerson
A capacitor is made , as Bill said , much like a joint.
-Mr. Andsager
I'm hot, tired , and annoying! - Carolyn
We don't need no education .
We don't need no thought control.
No dark sarcasm in the classroom .
Teacher leave those kids alone.
Hey, teacher! Leave us kids alone!
-Another Brick in the Wall , Part II
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Aaron Rosa
If you want to destroy, you have to prepare. You have to practice
You have to learn your Pain. - Henry Rollins
Fuck you I won't do what you tell me. - Rage against the Machine
There are two kinds of people in this world: Those who stand up
and face the music and those who run for cover.
-Lt. Col. Frank Slade (AI Pacino, Scent of a Woman)
The only person I can relate to is myself,
and that's getting a little patchy. - Rollins
I have no lid upon my head, but if I did you could look inside and
see what's on my mind. - Dave Matthews.
If you hold on tight to what you think is your thing , you may find
your missing all the rest.- Dave Matthews
The day we stop lookin' is the day we die.- Frank Slade

Alex Sansone
The BoomBap
See, you & me have a better time than most can dream, have it
better than the best. - Dave Matthews Band
Hello? Yeah , I'm licking your balls. - Dead Mike
Props don't pay the bills. - Paul
I'm nice. Like beans and rice , I am delicious. - KRS-ONE
Get off this. Get on with it. If you wanna change the world, shut
your mouth and start this minute. -Cracker
Bring it on home, Alex. - Bonnie Moxley

Anand Sarwate
Bob
Standing on the shoulders of giants leaves me cold. - REM
Smile when you sing the word 'sex! ' - Hugh Ferguson Floyd
A singer of these ageless times I with kitchen prose and gutter
rhymes. - Jethro Tull
Gravity is the Queen of Spades. - Ranjit, in Germany
Apathetic for lack of catharsis. - Dave Young
We're on a mission from God. - Elwood Blues
I'm blanking like an etch-a-sketch in a washing machine.
-George Gruschow
If I wasn 't smiling all the time , I'd be depressed. -Chris Tsay
'Oh, you can 't help that,' said the Cat: 'we're all mad here. I'm mad.
You 're mad.' 'How do you know I'm mad?' said Alice. 'You must be ,'
said the Cat, 'or you wouldn 't have come here.' - Lewis Carroll
for life's not a paragraph I and death i think is no parenthesis
- e.e. cummings
I'm the last man left, and I'm staying that way until the end.
I'm not capitulating! -from Rhinoceros , by Eugene lonesco
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Thomas Schrepfer
Video games are harder than this. - Henry Rollins
Now I lay me down to sleep I I pray the lord to let me freak I and if I
die before I wak-ed I allow me, Lord , to rock out naked.
- Red Hot Chili Peppers
Set the gearsh ift on the high gear of your soul , you 've got to run like
an antelope out of control. - The Dude of Life
Todo el mundo me conoce . - Ernest Hemingway, Islands in the
Stream
Chi dorme non prende baci. - an Italian birthday Card
Ramen noodle time!. ..Senior quote! - Me, Tommy, and Jeff

William Severinghaus

Amanda Lee Smeltzer
Smeltz
Mom, when are we gonna get one of those
Student Driver signs for our car? - My sister, Sarah
Hey, how ya doing? - Reggie Miller
The most wasted day is that in which we have not laughed.
- Sebastien Chamfort
Voices of the angels, ring around the moonlight, Asking me, said
she so free , How can you catch the sparrow?
- "Suite: Judy Blue Eyes" by Crosby, Stills, and Nash
May the good lord be with you down every road you roam I
And may sunshine and happiness surround you when you're far
from home I May you grow to be proud , dignified and true I
And do unto others as you would have done to you I Be courageous and be brave, and in my heart you 'll always stay, Forever
Young.- "Forever Young ," by Rod Stewart, dedicated to my mom
My butt's slippery too, put your hand down there! - Nadia
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Evan Smith
Mad Dog, Bad Beavis
Truthful words are not beautiful. -Tao te Ching
I just want to be ... me. When I can ... l will.- Smashing Pumpkins
Don't you tell me how I feel. - Trent Reznor
I'd rather die than give you control. - Trent Reznor
I know what's coming to me is never going to arrive . - Trent Reznor
I will stare the sun down until I go blind I won't change direction
And I won't change my mind.- Pearl Jam
I'm all by myself.. .As I've always felt. - Smashing Pumpkins
You can have my isolation I you can have the hate that it brings.
- Trent Reznor
Anger is a gift. - Rage Against the Machine
You didn't hurt me I Nothing can hurt me I You didn't hurt me I
Nothing can stop me now. - Trent Reznor
The me that you know doesn't come around much I
That part of me isn 't here anymore . - Trent Reznor
I just want something I can never have. -Trent Reznor
After everything I've done I hate myself for what I've become . -Trent Reznor

Christian Suloway
A planet ... where apes evolved from men!?! -Charlton Heston
You maniacs! You blew it up! Augh ... Damn you ...
damn you all to hell! -Charlton Heston
Get your stinking paws off me, you damn dirty ape.
- Charlton Heston
Soylent Green is made of people!- Charlton Heston

Sandeep Sodhi
Deep
Sometimes I find it's easy to be myself I
Sometimes I find its better to be somebody else. - Dave Matthews
And I think it's alright that I do what I like because that's the way
I wanna live.- Green Day
Persistence overcomes resistance. - Anonymous
The harder I work, the luckier I get. - My father
What If Mark Ginsberg rolled up on the scene?- Andy Grace
That's classified ... See, I could tell you ... but then I'd have to kill you.
- Maverick (Top Gun)
Don't let the man get you down.- Empire Records
Losing does not sit well with me. - lsiah Thomas
A path lies before you which you are called to follow I
The gods await you.- Siddhartha
I would rather starve than eat your bread. - Eddie Vedder
Riders on the storm, into this house we're born, into this world we 're
thrown like a dog without a bone , an actor on a loan.- Jim Morrison
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Rebecca Swearingen
Beckmeister, Becklets, Becksters
Oh Baby! - Travis
B.O.M. - Mom and Dad
The beautiful thing about learning is that nobody can take it away
from you . - unknown
The rate at which a person can mature is directly proportional to
the embarrassment he can tolerate. - Doug Englebart
Happiness makes up in height for what it lacks in length.
- Robert Frost
You 're a funny goose! -Jessica
You can't lose me I Bet your life I I am here and I will always be I
Just a wish away I Wherever you go I No matter how far I
My love is where you are I You won 't be lost I If you believe I
You can 't lose me. - Faith Hill

Adam Terando

Mason Throneburg
The funny thing is, I am a little insane. - Chadwick Bovee
Why do people think that's so damn funny?! -John McEnroe
There are no unbeatable odds I There are no believable gods I
There are no impossible dreams I There are no invisible seams.
- Ozzy
Homer, if that's your solution to everything , to move
under the sea, well it's NOT going to happen. - Marge
I'm gonna miss being disreputable.
- Luther from Mission Impossible
Don't let the bastards grind you down. - unknown
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Matthew Michael Thomas
Matt
In his heart a man plans his course , but the Lord determines his
steps. - Proverbs 16:9
Prejudice is a great timesaver-it allows one to come to a conclusion without knowing all the facts. - unknown
Whatever is true, whatever is noble, whatever is right , whatever is
pure , whatever is lovely, whatever is admirable-if anything is
excellent or praiseworthy-think about such things. - Philippians 4:8
With malice towards none, with charity for all , with firmness in the
right , as God gives us to see the right, let us strive on to finish the
work we are in ;... to do all which may achieve a just and lasting
peace , among ourselves, and with all nations. -Abraham Lincoln
But those who hope in the Lord will renew their strength . They will
soar on wings like eagles, they will run and not grow weary, they
will walk and not be faint. - Isaiah 40:31

ChrisTsay
Chrissy, Tsay
Hey dorkbutt. -Christine Hsieh
Hold still and let me find the hole. - Rick Murphy
Wretched morons. - Bill Severinghaus
Chris, you must have a really low sperm count.
-Christine Hsieh
I'm so sober I'm not happy. - Usama Hajj
Hey Chris, did that bike have a nice ass?
- Lydia Wraight
Hey guys, I think I broke the toilet seat. - Christine Hsieh
bleh . - Ashley Walter

Erin Trouth
Superstitions, bigotries, hypocrisies, prejudices , these phantoms ,
phantoms though they may be, cling to life; they have teeth and nails
in their shadowy substance , and we must grapple with them individually and make war on them without truce.
- Victor Hugo, Les Miserables
I'm freezing my living butt off! -Tara
Get right to the heart of matters I It's the heart that matters more.
- Counting Crows
You are all one collective Vladimir Natanovich!- Vladimir Natanovich
The best use of life is to spend it on something which will outlast it.
-William James
Fact is truer than fiction. - Mr. Sutton
What a long, strange trip it's been . -Grateful Dead
When you look in the dictionary under the word "stupid",
there's a picture of your name! - my brother
Believe in me I Help me believe in anything I
I want to be someone who believes. - Counting Crows
Ignorance is bliss , but knowlege is power. - unknown
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Dan Tucker
Odie
Never under estimate the power of human stupidity. - Lazuras Long
Screw you like a wild monkey. -Daniel Kolchinsky
The probability of someone watching you is proportional to the
stupidity of your action. - ?
All men die it's just a question of how and why? - Braveheart
Rage, rage against the dying of the light. - Dylan Thomas
So be it. -Pump Up the Volume
It's not a tragedy to die doing something you love. - Point Break
Pick it up Tucker! - Coach Beesley

Steve Tymonko
Steve, something about you just makes me want to play with knives.
-Lee
Uhh .. . l don't think this is the right bookstore.- Andrew in Japan
You might faint from the fight but you 're gonna fight it, for every
challenge could have paradise beyond it. - Blues Traveller
Amuse me. - Lee
Lord, grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change , the
courage to change the things I can, and the wisdom to hide the bodies
of those people I had to kill because they pissed me off. - Unknown
Why's Austin so excited about being screwed?- Matt T.
The eagle may soar, but the weasel doesn't get sucked into the jet
engine.- Lee

Anita Vanka
Nita, Nitaw, Neetu, Apoo
Don't be a spectator on your own life. - Mrs. Marshall
Today's preparation determines tomorrow's achievement.
-Unknown
No pain no gain . - Bonnie
Just do your best.- Mom and Dad
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Nicole Vernon
Let the morning time drop all its petals on me I Life I love you I
All is groovy. - Simon & Garfunkel
On Monday, when the sun is hot I I wonder to myself a lot I Now is it
true or is it not I That what is which and which is what?
- Winnie-the-Pooh
Dreaming as the days go by, I Dreaming as the summers die I
Ever drifting down the stream I Lingering in the golden gleam I
Life, what is it but a dream? -Alice in Wonderland

Ashley Walter
Ash-a- wee-wee
Hope is the dope of the masses. - Mom
I can always hope. - Bathroom wall
I'm so sober I'm not happy. - Usama
I'm so happy I'm not sober. - Chris
They are the spawn of satan , these crackers. - Bill
I will always be tragic. - Rachel
I hate my generation. - Lee and I
Okie Dokie. - Chris

Audrey Wen
Dre
Waterfall , nothing can harm me at all. My worries seem so very small
at my waterfall I I can see my rainbow calling me through the misty
sea breeze of my waterfall.- Jimi Hendrix
Nothing is at last sacred but the integrity of your own mind. Absolve
you to yourself and you shall have the suffrage of the whole world .
-Ralph Waldo Emerson
That is a very comforting thought when you are in the car in the rain
at night alone , for then you aren't you , and not being you or anything ,
you can really lie back and get some rest. - All the King 's Men
Being true to yourself and doing what you love to do. That's keepin it
real , you know? - Dr. Ore
Grip your wolf dreams like a well pick in the shoulder of your future.
- Thomas Schrepfer, who is happy for you
Rest high above the cloud ; no restriction ... - Dave Matthews
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And the Winners Are:
Best Looking:
jeff & Anna
Most Likely to be Sued
for Sexual Harrassment:
Tommy & Nicole
Most Athletic:
jeff & Amanda
Cutest:
Matt C. & Tara
Best Dressed:
Albert & Gozen
Sexiest:
Albert & Gozen
Nicest:
Brandon & Amy
Biggest Flirt:
Sandeep & Nicole

Tommy and Nicole are getting up to some hanky-panky
in the halls

Most Likely to go to
Jail:
Rebbeca & Evan
Loudest:
Mason & Nadia
Best Couple:
Katie & Brandon
Best Imaginary Couple:
Adam & Albert
Dirtiest Mind:
Usama & Nadia
Most Naive:
Matt T. & Anita
Funniest:
Ranjit & Nadia
Most Hyped-up:
Albert & Amy

Above:
Tommy and
Amanda
share the
crown of supreme sports
knowledge.
Right: Amy
and Brandon
are soooooo
nice!

Above: Anna and Dan want to get back to their art work.
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Anita and Anand wouldn 't even pose for a photo
without their books.

Jeff and Anna, what good looking children they
would have.

Best Smile:
Tommy &Amy
Shyest:
Chad & Sarah
Best Hair:
Thomas & Anna
Most Likely to
Throw Things
out the Window:
Mason & Nadia
Most Likely to
Give a Teacher a
Heart Attack:
Mason & Lee
Most Artistic:
DanK. & Anna
Most Sports
Knowledge:
Tommy & Amanda
Best Dancer:
Tommy &Amy
Laziest:
Dan T. & Lee
Hardest Worker:
Anand & Anita
Most Likely to
Succeed:
Ranjit & Amanda

Now THA Ttakes Finesse

Everybody say Awwwwww

Dan and Lee's main activity for
the day--getting a picture taken

Senior Dedication
Service with a smile. Mrs. Micele - Lisa - brings new meaning to the phrase.
Anyone who has visited Lisa's office can develop a good sense of her character.
The mountains of paperwork, binders, and college handbooks are representative of
her hard working nature. The pictures of graduating seniors above her desk tell of
her love for our school and its students. The poster hanging on her wall entitled
Life's Little Instructions exemplifies her good-hearted and caring personality.
It is her enthusiastic attitude combined with the work she does everyday which
makes Li a so valuable to our school. Over the course of the first semester, Lisa
spends countless hours interviewing each senior. She processes hundreds of college
apps, and she makes a number of trips to college conferences to make plugs for our
students to deans of admission. Her work is indeed appreciated. However, it is the little things she does which make her
so pecial and de erving of our most sincere gratitude.
We, the class of 1997, would like to thank Lisa for all of the time and patience she has devoted to us. We thank her
for being there to listen to our problems and offering her advice with a smile. We thank her for walking each of our
U of I apps down to the admis ion office. We thank her for developing the PCC program at school. But, most
importantly, we would like to thank her for being our advocate and believing in each of us. We will miss you, Lisa!
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Clockwise from lower left: Katie
shows off her awesome gymnastic talent as she does a Y-scale
for the camera. Carolyn, Erin,
and Hadas aren't stressed out
yet... Asad slaves away at the
computer. Neil makes faces at
his locker.

Left: Matt, Peter, and
Albert do their best to
give Audrey a lick.
Below left: Thomas ,
Audrey, Megan, and
Tommy lay around in
the hall. Below right:
Alex and Chad are two
smiling guys. Bottom:
Ranjit would like to offer
YOU some cake.
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Senior Wills
I, Ranjit Bhagwat, of bloated body and evil mutant mind, do hereby
bequeath the following to the following. To Tyson, I leave a big greasy
Latin rhythm section and Ray Brown's brain. To Amanda and Brendan,
the budding pianists, I leave miscellaneous paraphernalia which stole
from McCoy Tyner's car. May the inspire you as they have inspired me.
To Jazz Band I leave one to four more horrible years with Big Murphy.
To Murphy I leave Hell. To Eliot, J leave The Funk. To my pal Phil, I
leave Shaft. To Daniel Slichter and Selin Song I leave future sovereignty
of Student Council, as well as all of the dirty money and stolen items
which I have procured through my "s pecial position". To Jeremy I leave
future control of Big Show. To Jack, I leave my stash of Radioactive
Crack. I leave my 100+ jazz CD collection to anyone who hates jazz. To
Andy Mitas, J. Smarr, and Pedro, I leave beatings, beatings, and a sack
beating. To young Art, I leave fetid garbage. To Fatty, I leave fat-fat.
And, finally, to anyone I don't like, I leave a swift but painful kick in the
groin.
I, Anna Bial, leave the following things to the following people. To
Carolyn, lots of juicy gossip and Carolynisms. To Anand, my Marvy pen
and advice. To Paul, a game of trip poker. To Katie, Jerry and a hot
Ru sian soldier. To Erin, P.E. memories and "zevnut nado menshe." To
Had as, a 12-hour nap. To Tara, a guy and a hug. To Brandon, the
remaining four gourds (my dad never noticed). To Ursie, a big smile and a
hug. To Lee, socks to match every outfit. To Jackie and Pari , cute guys to
stalk and the obsession so ng.
I, Brandon Bowersox , upon my exit from Uni, do hereby will the
following: to Jennifer Chen, 'Oh my!' and a tommy gun; to Anna B.,
infinite warmth rome the hallway floors and thanks for the green thing (the
other green thing) only in return for that little book of hers; to the Pirates,
a crackly high 'g'; to Robin, the p.e. cageball ball and any happenings
'with ' it; to Carolyn, an extra 3 hours a day to work on stuff in advance; to
Paul , a big, scary old pipe organ; the power of the beam of death AND the
eyes of death is hereby bestowed to Ranjit and Anand- may they use it
wisely; to Hadas, my amazing billiard ski ll (pronounced 'damn-good-luckevery-once-in-a-while'); to Usama, lot of Marathon ass-kickin' fun (I'm
jealous); to Erin, year of friendship with Jared; to Beth Slattery, all the
fools of Uni for her pleasure (not that kind).
I, Guanyao Cheng, would like to will the following things: I give the
chess team reins over to Kavi , in the hopes that one day he will also have
won a State Championship. To Sameer, I will my basketball skills. May he
one day be able to shoot the ball like me. To Mason, 1 will my computer
programming skill and a knuckle sandwich to hi s liking from Sheila.
I, Matt Cho give the following .. .Phil a better shooting average than 1-3
hi freshman year, Mandy, LPSM, and skillz .. to Tyson a hard punch in the
ball s, blabb, a haircut for hi s mushroom head, and a smaller basketball
jersey .. to Sean M-D a toggle, a Health class conversation, and a date with
CZ (you know you want it) .. to Sammy a deeper voice, 50 lbs., the ability
to speak slower, and to finish the contest we started (I lead 14- 12) .. to Dan
M -D a skunk and a deer .. to Sumon a bag of grapes we can throw at ceiling
fans, memories of Sheila, and a Cord of rope you and Phil can play
with .. to Cyndra and her gang of ho 's a new weave each month and a
sentence without the word " ho" in it.. to Kendra a couple of Coupons to get
so me .. to Peter Kim the talent to poot on command, eat, burp, and the
pres idency to Korean-American Club .. you can share it with Sammy if you
want.. well .. that' s it. .cho$+AMnchic YagowCC+$ballz
I, Amy Coombe, hereby endow the following to my sc ions: Selin: a
big hug (you're the be t) & our Madrigal mems. Zewde- a "secret" bud
smile. Christine K & H- the stars and All-State mems, respectively.
Megan- a shining Senior year. Adam R- a backseat H. lecture. Ajit &
DaveS- mu se singing. Passionate Ki sses- Automatic Manwich . Audrey
M- a SF rendez-vous(?!?!) . Nell - lounge chat whenever she wants. Helen-
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a long conversation w/ stage face. Cyndra- you go, girl! Jeff H- an
OUTSTANDING career & HOBY Hugs. Rupi, its & Gill- TAC-take
care of her for me! Bets & Meli ssa- the best of H.S . -live it up, gals!
Jennifer- a hug & healthy "Rrrr. " Jack- a transportation beam & a 26-hour
day . Jeremy , Crystal & Ben- the stage. Zhubin- a big smile cuz yer a
sweeti e. Emlyn, Young-Bee, Rebekah , Machaela, OJ, Gabe & Chris- my
Subbie -a wonderful Fro h year and funny Subbie Buddy mems. Li a,
Debbie, Kathy & Barb- THANKS! Murph- a plastic mug. Merf-8 eniors'
gratitude. Mrs. R- a piece of my heart. Mrs.L & Ms. M-S- my sincere
appreciation. Mr.B- a date to any Prom. Dr.R-a candle. DD-S-you know.
Peace ... out.
I, Shawn De La Mar, hereby give, devi se, & bequeath the following:
To Emily, a Farmer John ; to Anita, an acorn; to Hanan, the bucket; to
AniaS., pop-out-Paul; to Adam R., Triscuits in your hood ; to Laura, a lap
around the Quad ; to Jing , that extra block; to Meredith, the ghost bus; to
Shwayta, muddy hoes; to Meli ssa W ., what's so funny; to there t of
Girlz XC, I leave Andrew ' clothes, Enya, & the mix tape; to Nad, dried
pineapple & 42 ip of pop ; to Little Schrep, the Irish stair joke; to Smeltz
a 6'5" hunk; to KT N, an orange shake-up ; to Coomba, a glas of milk, a
place to stay, & Chris 0 .; to Merf, Doug, Bonnie, Mark, Carlos, Courtney,
Erin & Lynn, thank you for teaching me to fly; to Mr. Sutton , a thousand
times thank you and a war elephant.
I, Albert Gee, leave the following loot: To Dan Doyle, a medical
degree from Harvard. To Sammy S., a mean left-handed curve, and a
joyous laughter from Chang. To KMT, !leave a 4 a.m. meal for two at
Steak&Shake. For Megan, a mix of Buh-wheat 's all-time favorites, cau e
I know she's "waukin ' puh nub"! To John F., I leave Pulp Fiction and
Smashing Pumpkins COs. For Zewde, a piercing lau gh in History , and my
2pac poetry collection off the internet. To Hsiehdy, a pen-chain found at
banks for a necklace, puppy dog eyes that never fail, and a Bi g Show with
potato chips and TP. Peter Kim , gets the Nation of Islam. Nell and
Audrey get some hearty matche of badrnington against Adam and I. For
Alex, I leave the future of the Uni High tennis team. Cyndra gets my old
P.E. sweatpants for tho e days when he mes es up her pants. To George,
I leave a well presence in the lane, and many a drag race in my broke red
Ni an. To Phil , a fierce rivalry in the po t during open gym, and a
mi grain from chlorine fume at Kenney . To Sean D., I leave a trustworthy
teammate for ultimate fri bee games in P.E. To Mrs. Laughlin, and Mr.
Snoop Suttie Sutton, many thanks for being the greatest.
I, Andy Grace, have been told that it is officially uncool to leave stuff
to seniors, but oh well. But first, to Peter Kim I leave a legacy of
brokeness and the knowledge that he i Uni's last hope for coolness. The
dynasty ends with him . To Helen E tabrook, I leave a masseu e for a
husband and annoying fire truck, and an epic argument. To Jeff Kang I
leave orne incomplete skills like Vinny Testaverde and some rank b's. To
Thomas Schrepfer, I leave a Chri George overbite and the loudest
phys ical outbursts I have ever heard (Pantera and my buttocks). To Adam
Terando I leave some Reed and five years of slacking together. To Adam
Joncich I leave a lit box of matches and an auctioned off smokio. To
Albert Gee I leave a crazy buttonweed and another mi ss ion impossible. To
Chandra Linton I leave a broke date and me. To Sandee p Sodhi and Aaron
Ro a, we have too much inside crap for me to li st, so for tho e of you who
weren't there, you'll never know. You guys got me through these five
years. Thanks for keeping it real.
I, Paul Grayso n, being of sound mind and decent runner' body, do
leave to Cynthia an endless supply of paperclips and clay, to Austin, many
small furry animals, and to Ursula and Nick a deck of cards. To all the
Russian students now and later, I leave my uncanny ability to contact
Masha. To Matt I leave a shower and a pair of shoes. To Karl I entru t
the fuzzbools. I leave Beth a bag of bread crumbs and a severe mental
disorder, and Sarah Igl lot of time to low down and cool off. I leave

Gopal a hello. To Jennifer I leave lots of attention, and to Celeste twentysix really cool, weird movies. I leave all Paul s to ever come to thi s school
wisdom and power. To Cry tall leave omething cool, I'm not sure
what...and lastly , to Zhenya, I grant any extra bits of language skills I have
accumulated, and infinite patience and help
I, U ama Hajj , in an unusually tasteful state of mind and unconnected
state of body do hereby leave the following thing to the appropriate
organizations and people. To the sc hool: Flashing warning lights over
Springfield Avenue, the Usama M. Hajj memorial knee-di slocation desk,
and the return of one nearly-new rack-mounted tereo and PA system
(<sniff> , I'll mi s thine 12" woofer, and their astounding kick) . To its
inhabitant : Paul H.- A defunct ultimate Frisbee club, and so me weekend
jams. Amanda 0 . - A man ... or two. Tori D. - Some iboga and a glass of
water. Natalie C.- More crazy energy than she knows what to do with.
Brendan H-H. - A stunning ba eline. Rob B. - A tupid computer
conversation with sex ual overtone . Ursula W. -Entertainment during
Fitness. The remaining techno lovers. - My place at the mixing board . To
those left out. - Hugs to those who want them, and kisses to those who
de erve them. Ciao.
l, Zachary Atticus Hen ley, being in a very fleeting state of sanity do
hereby bequeath the following thing to the following peepholes: To Hack
a new lung for the one I mand you cough up a long morf doof ago. To
Helen a smile, a glare, a smiley -g lare, and a pet no e to replace the one
that SOMEONE killed. To Andy a high five and a bar of chocolate. To
David a barbershop group that lasts. To Murph I leave a subbie bass that
isn't in sane and who will go home when madrigal s is over. I leave orne
pleasant weather for Theaterfe t to Mrs. Rand people who do what you
te ll them. More importantly, though, to Murph and Mrs. R I leave a well
earned year of peace and quiet. To madrigal s I leave a small child in the
audience with unique lyrics to Jingle Bell s. To Zhenya a cup of steamed
milk and plenty of ride home. To Uni, the students and the faculty many
thank for the unforgettable experience. And finally to all my friend s past
and present who chose, for reasons I'll never be able to understand , to
share paths with me for a while, to you I leave a smile, a hug, and more
love than I can hope to how . You 've made the journey a pleasant one.
It is I, Asad Abbas Husain, who with of oundest and most
magnan amou mind do hereby bequeath the following items to members
of my clan at Uni. To the cross country and track teams go my old shoes
after II 00 miles. For Doug, I leave the urinal freshener found on a Spring
Break long run . To Li sa I leave the " Micele Saga" to continue with next
year's PCC 's. To Ranjit I leave a poor bearded de-boned man and a pizzastuffed turkey. I give Zhenya a du sted Petit Prince cassette. I leave
Kolchinsky 9 notecards. To Broadbent I leave a ream of paper. But
foremost, l leave Uni the legend of The Triumverate (Ranjit, Anand , and
me) in our evil mi ss ion to conquer the school through a diabolical, but
moral, ExploraVision project.
l, Jeff Kang of scrawny body leave the following to the following:
Tyson gets some WeightGai ner 2000 and about 20 goals, Phil , you get my
locker stench. Jennifer C. gets my Gomez lot: Monday 7:30. 1 will
Lei el Hess Hormozd G. and hi s 6-pack. To Sara M. , I leave a later
bedtime o she can watch Baywatch . To the futballers, especially Nils ,
Peter, Ja on and John , l wi h all the luck and success. Sumon, you get an
orthodox shot. DMD, you get a Pacer game and rap. Big George gets the
mighty bump of my Volvo 240 DL. Nell gets the gumption to go to
youth group. To Sammy, I leave so me loo er vocal chords and a game of
"Dehgi ". Selin get rid of me after 7 years and my madrigal tight if she
gives me one of her Benzo . I leave Megan my bed and a laugh here and
there. I leave to the Dongsehng I never had some recipes for Kimmy
Kang's (Bibimbap and Ropsteady) , some deep chums and a B-Buy cd:
Don 't lose faith. Finally, to my teachers and to the chool, thanks for
making me the manly man that I have become. " Keep it tight, ait?" kp .

I, Alan Kluegel , doth hereby bequeath the following. To Jack Monahan
leave a " morf doof' and a good Star Wars book, as well as a swift kick in
the ass. To Lian Alan I leave my sweet jump hot and a proper fucking last
name. To Jeremy Hobson I leave my unequaled electrical knowledge and
all my acting skill s. My man in Moscow , Dan Kolchinsky , gets breast
implants to play with. To Tommy I leave an industrial-size can of
whoopass, a striptease from Yoshon Lenard, and a love soft and undying.
To Jon , I leave a later curfew and a good hand at poker. To Dan Kingery , I
leave a free hit on Kolchinsky . To Zach I leave a pair of crusty teeth and a
knee to the groin. To Ranjit [leave my gift of casual swearing, as if he
fucking need s it. To Ranjit I also leave one more of my stupid-ass
suggestions . To everybody who won't graduate, and has to wallow in this
pit of hell for at least another year, I leave a love that knows no bounds.
Goodnight, you wacky kids.
I, Daniel Kolchinsky, being of gargantuan strength and purely Russian
soul, bequeath the following: to my young brother Art, my recordbreaking popularity , my astounding soc ial skills, and my smooth ascent;
to Paul Herendeen, endless Flying Clippers and jammin ' Techno Club
meetings to share with Adam Reynolds; to Tyson Masar and Dave
Thomas, a pile of crap shaped like a soccer ball; to Peter Kim, all my
duties in the Gargoyle as well as my position on the soccer field; to Jason
Bant, Nil s Chri stian son, and John Fahrner, a bad-ass soccer season; to
Megan Murphy, a sweet memory of that great bowling game we had ; to
Ryan Stoia, even more bloody scenes which he draws with such passion ;
to Ms. Hellyer, a blasting future and many of my bloated " thanks"; to
Mrs. Laughlin, Mr . Jockusch , and Lisa R. Micele, all my respect for their
dedication ; to Dave Porreca, a good printer and a box full ofTic-Tac's;
to Mr. Sutton, my comradeship; to Doug, "Go West Rebels! "; and to
everyone else who I have unintentionally left-out, I leave a good laugh
and, what the hell , a friendly punch in my shoulder.
I, Jon Lan sing, being of sound mind and body, hereby bequeath: to
Ty son, the ultimate future of Uni soccer; to Nil , a loaf of bread ; to Peter
K. , a half-eaten Snickers bar and my Live CD; to John F., a cool first
name and some fine Urbana chick; to Sumon, another right foot because
he'll never use his left; to Sammy , my soccer skills to go along with his
basketball ones; to Kavi and Sameer, the future of Uni High Chess; to Mr.
B, a " Hey Mr. B" ; to Herr. W . a "Tag Herr. W"; and to the other students
of Uni High, my handprint for them to stare at in awe.
I, Chandra Linton , leave to Adam Reynolds a new swimsuit without
holes, swimming success galore, and a new group of girls at Aqua Chiefs
to do goofy things and talk about sex with . To the Penguins, a breakfast at
IHOP, some fans, new cheers, the be t of luck, and all my love. To Amara
I leave early morning rides , a I: 10 I 00 Fly , and a big ol' smile. To Helen
some girl talk , stress relieving scream essions, and a fine guy who is
everything she deserves . To Katy the swim team, a bitch se sion, and the
knowledge that " there are no limits! " To Sarah a big hug, and luck with
the future. I leave Peter a cheering buddy with a loud voice. To Christine I
give a sign-up sheet. I leave SNYC to John and Betsy. Yong-Bee gets
some respect for upperclassmen. To Duane, J leave my car, and a sexy girl
for the backseat. To Mr. Sutton, thanks for being a great teacher and
friend. For Lisa, thanks for getting me into college and putting up with my
hyperness. Finally, I leave all my buds a smiley face, a hug, and my love.
Thanks to everyone for making my last five years awesome.
I, Roopali Malhotra, leave my " little" brother Sameer lots of love, a
new tenni s racket with some tight strings, a one hander down the line,
some cheap t-shirts, a hockey stop , and a hug. Also to Sameer and the rest
of the carpool, Kavi , Meera, Anu , and Aeysha, I leave a Mercedes 500
SEL so they have the ability to reach school in ten minutes if necessary ,
plus real stereo and an air conditioner. To Christine I leave Asian
American Club power. To Sumon I leave a "wild" stuffed animal, and to
him and Phil I leave the movie Aladdin . To Nil s I leave another party in
Danville with Sonya and Pavan , and finally to Audrey Miller I leave
another ride to school on the quad and a good girl's soccer team.
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Priya Monrad, being of sound mind ( no, seriously!) hereby leave
anything useful I have to the following people: to Mander Ochs, I leave a
sproing-proof prom dress, to Tory Depew, a plug-in Jesus, to Captain Bill
I leave a enior history clas which actually pays attention and the memory
of Lord Cornberry; to next year's seniors I leave a lock for the alcove
doors in winter, to Hadas a big ledgehammer to *hit* Dan with in
physics, and to my lovely friends I leave that promise of some GOOD
coffee in ten years. Lastly, I leave the rest of you Uni people however
many more years of dancing pillows and the singing socks ... enjoy ...

I, Katie Nelson, leave this stuff to the e people. Zewde - the guy of
her dreams and a great senior year. Molly - a nice little sister! Nataliehappiness and friendship forever. Kate- lots of " brothers ." Ursula- a
lockin (T hope we do it!) and a big hug. Matt C.- someone new to talk to
about relationship problems. Rebecca- the Philpotts and a good laugh at
Bubbles. Anna- the Uni Bug, a list of Hermanisms, and a man! Bryansome food of his own. Selin and Rachel- Uni gymnastics! Matt N. - a
bus to break. Beth- many fond memorie , 4 more great years, and lots of
love. My subbies- lots of luck . Jennifer - 3 more Subbie Retreats and a
hug. Ursie, Selin, Emily, and Nick- S4BW . Paul, my twinkie, lots of
annoying subbies to tra h. Christine M. -an understanding of having
your own personal man. Katie S. - a big smile. Lian - Lauren
Bowersox. John- a porsche and Jill - nails for the tires. Philippa - the
perfect man, many long conversations about him, #35 , and money for all
the long-distance phone calls we ' ll make. Our bus group- trips to
Custard Cup squished into my car. Everyone else- a big smiley face.
I, Tara Ramanathan , leave the following: To Carolyn and Anna,
gossip! To Erin , a green-light ride to practice; to Emily, a troll-like "shot"
and a " hi!"; to AnnaS ., ignoring the Spot and a Low Blow. To Audrey M. ,
her own ball girl and to Sara M., a practice to which she brings all her
clothes. To Zewde and Susie, the power to think chemistry's easy. To John
F., one correct answer and a smiley face. To Anita, Kolchinsky , Jon , and
Suman, another night at Espresso. To Shawn, lemon scent the cheerios
song (o o o!). To Sarah B., a sleepover and a m-a-n. To Priya, crappucino,
and to Lee, an awesome hair day. To Anand, a story of my dad. To Nita, a
conversation on Windsor Rd. watching guys and trees drive by . To the
clarinet ection, be loud! To UHGB , luck and thanks. To the subbie Tara, T
leave 4 more years of having your name mispronounced. And my thanks
go to everyone who's made the last five years as much fun as they 've
been.

T, Lee Rawles, being of absent mind, do hereby bequeath a lot of stuff
to various spiffy people. To my darling Beth, I leave my reputation, for
whatever it's worth, and my roles as weird old ladies in Uni plays. To my
Mander Ochs, I leave the care and feeding of Tom, a trashy romance
novel, and her very own support group. To Genghis Peek, I leave nerves
of steel and a mongol horde. To Robby Broadbent, pinches on any and all
cheeks. To Alex Sap., I leave the immortal, "Tell them not to mess with
me!", and my fabled ability to get out of anything. My darling gym
buddies, Roaa, Melissa, Alex Sap.,and Ursula inherit my doctor 's note for
P.E. , to split in any way they see fit. To Rebecca Bartlett, I leave the
memory of Zeno, Math Nerd , a graphing calculator bouncing off
someone's head, and kindegarten birthday pictures. To unknown future
college students, I leave my title as Grand High Protector of Anita, Tara,
and Priya. Don't let Priya bite the twins. To all my teachers, T leave my
late homework and my famous excuses. ("I did it! Really!") To Mr.
Turner, our cool janitor, I leave a "Hi, Mr. Turner!", to be said by a
rotating board of students, and a clean hallway . To the rest of you, I leave
my last random piece of advice: "No! Put that down! "
Nadia leaves everything to Lis.

I, Hadas Ritz, being of rea onably sound mind and pa sably sound
body, do hereby leave these things to these people: To Masha 1 leave a
hot cup of tea with honey and a cactus. To Doc Sutt' I leave a bike helmet
and hair that never need cutting. To future Gargoyle columnists I give
my supreme confidence in my opinions. To Chrispy and Jackie I leave a
kiddie pool full of jello for them to do with what they please. To my
brother 1 leave Uni, in all its all-too-quickly fading glory, to do with as
you please a the last of the Ritz clan to grace its hall s. To Karl I leave
apologies and thank . To Nick I leave my hats because only you can do
them justice To Ursie I leave a piece of my heart and a programmable
lighting board to take care of the hard part . To Anand I leave one Ia t
stubborn hall-traffic-stopping friend- caring logical-to-the-point-ofridiculou s yelling match about omething neither of us will care about in a
week. To Pari I leave a big hug, a stern look for doing all the things 1
wish you wouldn't, and a kick ass senior year.
ROSA leaves the Uni high weight room to Big George and
Hormozd(Share nicely). Rosa also leaves a real friend and a woman to
Hormozd. Duane Linton gets a neverending e-mail message to all the
students. Biko, Sweaty, Dan G. , Lanky, Eric J. , and Deeznuts get mad
props for getting the hell out of here before Rosa. ROSA leave Adam
Reynold s a win over Jeff in CC and a trip to state in swimming, track, and
CC. ROSA leave John Berg an in ult. To Liz ROSA leave a full ride to
college in volleyball and basketball. ROSA leaves Ben Leff a small
mouth and a trip to the garbage can. Rosa leaves Kendra a life or
something. To Cyndra ROSA leaves a real man at Uni. To Pedro Rosa
leaves a couple thou sand question s that start with "Dude like ... ?"and
virginia (enjoy). To Broke-ass ROSA leaves a work ethic. To KMT Rosa
leaves the trust that she' II alway have at least one friend .I leave a To the
rest of you--PEACE I'M OUTTA HERE!!!!!!
Okay, I (Alex Sansone), leave some underclassmen the following
stuff: To Nate Dogg, the legacy of the utt Factory and the best taste in
music in his class. Cracker+KRS-1 = moothness. Matt Wilhelm, the little
guy, he gets directions to the weight room. Jeff Helfrich can have my
lucky shoes, but first he has to dig them out of hi s ass. David Smythe just
straight get a whooping. Peter Ambrose gets a shotgun and a chance to
get even with you all. Brendan gets a stick. Hey, man. You can never have
enough. Paul Herendeen gets my ability to get women, plus a "big 90" to
drown the pain . No need to thank me. Adam Reynolds gets a guy who can
beat him at any port, all the time. Doug Mynatt, the hard-drinking
southerner, gets a barrel full of triple-brewed bathtub moon shine. AI o, I
wish the best of luck to the cro -country team . Keep dominating. Al so, to
my brother Nick , I'd like to remind him that he's still got four year here.
Freshman year is hard as hell, so enjoy your summer. It's been fun, but I
gotta go now. Bye everyone. Live the dream.
I, Anand Sarwate, being of que tionable mind and sound body, hereby
bequeath the following: to David Smyth the tenor ection, to Ajit Chary
permission to ing bass, and to Amanda orne really cool changes and
even cooler riffs to go over them. I al o leave to Jaclyn Peek orne nerve
of steel, to Pari Zutshi a guy her age to like, and to Zhenya all of the books
that I've ever read. To Brendan Hanna-Holloway I leave orne kick-ass
poetry and funky techno, and to Karl Gruschow more good advice that
he ' ll ever need. To Adam Reynolds I leave SFAC, with the condition that
he make it do omething, and to Tory Depew I leave my Mantle of
Weirdne s. To Jimmy Prell and Chri Otto T leave the Poetry Slams of the
future, to Beth Slattery the theater, and to Celeste LeCompte the light . I
leave to the pre ent and future tudents of Uni High more inspired lunacy,
and the wherewithal to pull funny pranks. Finally, I bequeath to my own
class a semblance of unity in the face of the coming onslaught of Real
Life.
I, Thomas Schrepfer, will this stuff. Nils gets a girlfriend who doesn' t
have brown or black hair, Leal, and a pair of jean shorts to wear with a
sweatshirt every day in fifth grade. To Ajit Chary, his PGA tour card and
a naked picture of Jim Furyk. Ben Leff get thick power, a higher batting
average, Jaromir's left nut and Wyyyyy. To Wy , I leave a grit. To Peter
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Kim , !leave orne brea ts to show off with that v-neck shirt. Domig, I
leave you a pencil o you don ' t have to ask that girl and a copy of thi s
yearbook, which I' m sending you. To Ryan , "hi." Phil gets more of
whatever Tommy gave him . To Jack , a rumor about your brother (isn't he
a prie tor omething?) and half a pint of Guinness. To Mrs. Laughlin I
leave the knowledge that I ee her just how she wants to be seen and your
copy of This Side of Paradise. Martin Ceperly gets guitar lessons. To Dan
Morales Doyle, a double date with our dads and an episode of family ties.
To Jason B. I leave a goai. .. .ON THE OTHER GOALIE. To the soccer
team , I leave a foreign exchange student who plays goal, so you don ' t
have to fight over George and Jason, and peaking of which I leave
George W. Cuba. Finally, to Si ster Kate (yo u remembered) all my love
and a good time for the next two years.

and gratitude. A guy couldn ' t ask for two better friend . Thanks for
everything and good luck! Always one of the three.

I, Amanda Smeltzer, do hereby leave: Megan M. a perfect lay-up, a
kick-as spike, and two winning seasons; Li a smile, a block, and my
center kills ; Sara M. a fake, a varsity b-ball uniform , and lots of luckyou deserve it sweetheart; Molly, Suzie, Adrienne, and Cordio-5-0 a
mole, so me fingernail polish, and the volleyball team ; Katie Schrepfer a
hug , a smile, and my respect for being so cool; Nell , Audrey , and Emily
some shoes to fill on varsity and UBHG-take care of it! ; Phil a mint,
some popcorn, and an awesome b-ball career; Hormozd February 3rd and
"The Great Conspiracy" ; Edwin and Daniel G. a smile and a "Hello!"; The
basketball and volleyball teams great ea ons to come; Coach Merf a
lifetime supply of Mountain Dew, a perfect hair day , and a hug; Lisa my
infinite computer knowledge and many thanks; my dad someone to talk to
about basketball, l , and a vacation; to all of my teachers a warm thank
you for all that you've done; to anyone I've forgotten , a smile-enjoy high
school , don ' t wish it away. I'll mi ss you all!

I Adam Terando, being of sound mind and body do hereby leave the
following. To Mr. Sutton, I leave my thanks for letting me talk all the time
in each of your classes and to Mr. Grathoff I leave my thanks for letting
me make fun of you in your class. To Ben Leff, I leave a break in
entences and a bigger ego. To Reed Martin, I leave a down haircut and a
closed mouth . To Ron Kolchinisky , I leave hi s real name, to Phil , I leave a
slap on the head and a funky bass line by Issac Hayes. To EZ E (a. k.a Eric
Wraight), and Michael Kendricks , I leave and beating and a kick in the
head . To Amara I leave my thanks for getting me through physics and
keeping me awake. To Nils I leave a Hey wass up Nil ! and to George I
leave a keg beer and some Playboys to add to his collection. And finally ,
to Rupi I leave Deep ride to pimp (sorry Deep).

I, Evan Smith , being of dirty mind and body, hereby bequeath the
following to the people of Uni. First, to Smarr the elder, I leave a beating.
To Hormozd I leave orne dream . To Amanda Ochs 1 leave the
responsibility of making inappropriate sex ual metaphors at all times. To
Peter Ambrose I leave a phone call to Hill shire Farms and some cheez
whiz. To the guys track team I leave a parking garage and some bottles.
To Alex Sansone I leave an atarashii ji ho and a pumpkin. To Andrew
Medendorp, I leave several terrible nickname . To Chris Tsay, I leave the
remnant of my sanity. To Ranjit I leave an emaciated chimpanzee to beat
omeone sen ele with. To A h I leave a hug and much thank . To Steve
I leave Fun City and to Anita I leave three letter V 's. To Priya, Usama,
and Ilya, I leave a Hail Eris and a fnord. To the chool I will never forget,
I leave a fire hazard , a locker that won ' t close, and an ornamental flower
bed in the shape of a happy peaceful pentagram. And finally, to everyone
special that wasn't mentioned, I leave a rubber chicken and an eyebrow if
you need one. It's been an interesting and kinky five years ... may you all
never fade away.
I, Sandeep Sodhi , being of amazing mind and fly body, do hereby will
the following stuff to the following folks. Fir t, to my si ter, I leave a pat
on the head and a ticket to the next DMB concert near her. Good luck with
there t of high chool and take care of Mom and Dad while I' m at
college. To Pete K. I leave my P.E. locker so his gear doesn't get smoked
by certain drippings. You know its the bomb! To Nils , I leave the
nickname "Nitro." To my homegirl Nell , I leave a "piece o' di s" and an
unbeatable doggystyle. Audrey M. gets a copy of my Clueles videotape
which she must watch over and over until she realizes how fly Alicia
Silver tone is. Nicole W. get a beat down flat out. To Amara, I will my
car or that piece of couch stuffing from the lounge (your choice)! For
Christine Keller, !leave so me Will Sen enbrenner. To Adam R, I leave
lots of wimming success and the knowledge that swimmers are cooler
than runner . To Hormozd I leave Maso n. To Kendra C. J leave some
Ritalin straight up . For Kate Techtow and Suzie F. I will a billion more
enjoyable car pool rides across I-74. Ben Leff get exclusive rights to the
VIP crew and a "G ' up, Ho 's down" pop quiz. To Coach Warren, I leave
the memory of a well pickleball serving and a quality leather soap. To
Coach Murph , I leave my Oakley hat and two years of torment. Finally, to
my homies Andy Grace and Aaron Rosa, I leave my undying friendship

I, Rebecca Dawn Swearingen, leave Molly control of the volleyball
team and luck in years to come. I know you'll do great. Don ' t forget how
we got started! To Schrep, I leave all the team spirit I ever had (not that
you need anymore). I leave Lis and Megan leadership and great times on
the basketball team . UHGB rules! To Sarah Medendorp, I leave all my
senioity and advise you to use it carefully. To Hormozd, I leave fun at all
his practices and luck at all his games. Keep working hard! To Coach
Merf, I leave a mi schievou s smile, my pink shorts and ton s of luck in
future seasons of volleyball and basketball. I leave Mr. Murphy and Mrs.
Laughlin a huge thanks for all their encouragement along the way.

I, Ma on leave the following: to Tweeter I leave a spoonful of sugar to
help the medicine go down. Zhubin gets my manners and help beating up
his brother. To Katy I leave a chili supper, a red balloon and a compliment. To Conrad(a.k.a Fancy Pants) I leave Waverly Jong and my ches
game. To Hormie I leave a six-pack like mine and Leise! Hess. To Schnaz
I leave a lifetime membership to the FC. To Andy I leave his name and a
love for computers. And to Megan i leave The Winter fOrmal at pc, a
famous blue raiNcOat, jake Ryan in Boots, and a life full of lasT laughs.
I, Erin Trouth, leave Anna Bial my amazing yawning powers; to
Usama I leave all the Rick Orr hum-OR I will be making up for the rest of
my life; to Tara I leave Apethuk and my red light power; to Katie Nel on
I leave another ride around Champaign-Urbana; to Paul, Carolyn, Ursula,
and Zhenya I leave fond memories of last summer and lots of hugs; to
Anna Skorupa I leave the penguin hat and a TONGUE!; to Emily I leave
a table without enough chairs; to Zewde and Cyndra I leave smiles
because you always made basketball a little bit brighter; to Philippa I
leave alto power; to Katie Schrepfer I leave a sports bra; to Nick Pelafas
and/or Sam Schnuer I leave the donut sales (Yes !) and thanks for all your
help; to all present and future Uni Russian students I leave awesome
Maslenita ; to all of my teachers I leave my eternal gratitude, and to
Masha and Mr. Sutton I leave special thanks for being who they are. See
ya! It's been fun!
I, Chris Tsay, being of sound mind and body, do leave to the following
people these things. To Paul H. my cool baby blue Stumpjumper. To
Christine H. a broken toilet seat at the Courier. To Eric H. a big fat bat to
beat his baby sister about the head. To Chris C. a non-rushing cellist. To
Rick Murphy a big thank you and a trip to England . And finally to all who
were not mentioned, a happy life.
I, Dan Tucker being of sound mind and body do hereby bequeath the
following item to the following people. To my ister, A key to the
elevator to get to class with , A tall freshman guy, and a long and healthy
career as a setter. To Berg, Luke, Brokish, George and Phil , I leave the
future of Uni High Big men and Coach Rounds. Remember your Big men
cuz your big and your men. George also get the lane, and Berg gets my
free throw . To Tyson, a six inch growth spurt and an ass whuppin . To
Kimble, some money to sit on. To Jaret and Selin , some money for Kimble
to sit on. To Suzie, a conversation about the shitty places we get to work.
To the Adv. Physic cia sa transistor much like a joint and the legacy of
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exploding labs. To Hadas, Newton's third law and a conversation about all
the beautiful people. To Paul H., an eternal free period to enjoy your
senior year with. To Coach Beesley, a lot of thanks for putting up with me
and giving me a chance. And finally to all present, former, and future
employees of that lovely place we call McDonald , I leave you a dozen to
hold on.
I, Tommy Craggs, being of dirty mind and unfortunately not very
muscular body, bequeath the following: ToRT, a triple-lutz, a feeble smile
and the knowledge that you are, in fact, a turd; to Phil, a journalistic future
at NU and the appellation "Chief Shot-Blocker and Bootknocka"; to
Tyson, some feistiness; to the brothers Morales-Doyle, Steven Keaton and
to DMD specifically, a "MARK WEST!" a blissful marriage and some
aplomb; to Smedend, a loverboy, two consecutive dances and a flirtatious
knock upside the head; to Hormy, a dunk, the option and a lap-dancing
Ron Turner; to Cyndra, Zewde, Kendra and Rupi, a house, a butterfly and
that arm thing I could never do; to Sammy, a "wehgudeh," a sane hyung
and the minimal ver atile 3-man skills I once possessed; to any future
Gargoyle staffers, I leave the paper and my heart in their hands; to Peter, a
day devoid of g-ness, a pencil above the ear and the inevitable spaz it
bring , a shopping spree at Best Buy and a tour of the country, singing
such hit songs as "More Room to Fill," and "Home Games in Caps" and
much, much more; and to Megan, some sexy, BOP rebounds, a whiny email, my thanks, some non-fitting puzzle pieces and a head-bob (it's a
sweet, sweet Fantasy, baby).

I, Anita Vanka, leave the following: to Emily, her Farmer John; to
AnnaS., her monk to cuddle in bed with; to Laura, her Viking man; to
Ariel and Meredith, two spots on the varsity team; and to the Girls XC
team of 1997, a victory to State. To Andrew, a chance for his clothes to be
stolen again; to Christian, his box of Lucky Charm ; and to Steve, his
watch. To Suman, Tara, Jon, and Kolchinsky, a wild conversation over hot
chocolate at Espresso and an even wilder ride home. To Lee and Priya, a
*just* fine and hot college guy to fall madly in love with them; to Sarah,
an oversized po ter of Leonardo DiCaprio and a big hug. Good luck at
ISU! To Tara, three kisses from Tom Cruise, a summer filled with long
bike rides and conver ations about guy , and a swift kick in the ass.
Finally, I leave a great big thanks to Lisa Micele for being a super college
counselor and to everyone else at Uni for making my five years here the
best ever.
I, Ashley Walter, being of sound mind and body, do hereby leave these
things to the following people. To Amanda Ochs I leave a tall, dark,
handsome philosophy major. To Pari Zut hi r leave your Indian guy and a
million fun weekends. To Adam R. I leave a million Pixie stix and
winning times in all of those sport (freak!). To Paul Herendeen I leave a
sorority of his own and a car to pick up chicks in (as well as a few
memories). To everyone else, have a nice life, see you around,maybe :)
I, Audrey Wen, will the following good tuff to the following good
people. To Sara Medendork, I leave a plumeria scent and a sweet ass bf
who is as funny as she is. To cute boy Tyson, the knowledge that r once
had a dream about him ... To Dan M-D, a f-ed up orange haired neighbor
named Angie. To Ja on Bant, (CH3)3CCIHC=CH02HOHClK02FMn
+(r)CH30HINeHCC+BrAuCMgCH2CK-->2,4,Dinitrohydro phenyl
hydrazine and some virtual and real flowers. To John Fahrner, a Nancy
Kerrigan crowbar to the knees. To Megan Moi-fee, all of our "connections", sunduhs, 16 C' s, lava lay down, a moonshadow, a starry night, a
tent, a BIG DADDY PIE!!, a Jakob Ryan/Dylan, a May Shon, a Mulder
squeal and the OTHER one, and an awesome dream while leeping in bed
with comfy warm flannel sheets and blankets to kick around and Alabaster
to snuggle with for being the bestest frien in the whole world.

Above: Thomas caresses Tom my's cheek softly. Left:
Amanda's attempt to imitate Tommy is futile. Far Left:
teknomancer takes no Spice Girls for an answer cuz
he's a raver dancer. Above Left: Anand and Carolyn
play Twister in the stairwell.
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Clockwise from above. Thomas clutches ...... ?
Amy and Albert get HYPED up. Tommy is distraught at the thought of leaving his Mac lab
behind. 1/ya lays back and just kicks it.
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SENIOR CLASS HISTORY
Subbie Year:
Veltman. Tommy gets kicked out of class 18 times. Veltman's butt. Usama gets hit by a car crossing
Springfield Ave. Mr. Meares smells. We are the reason why Subbie Retreats began. Egyptian Rat Puck.
Jesse and all his antics. Language Lab. There is serious tension between the sexes. Lots of cliques.
Becky faints in health clas . Erika Harold scores for the wrong team in basketball. Ranjit' s haiku's.
Green jeans. Subbie boys bball is 8-3. Mr. Chirwa. Party at Rebecca B.' house. Preps and grunges.
"Out the window" Chemistry. Secret House. Cutting Edge. Dope fly, fly dope. AND OF COURSE:
THE LOVERS!!! ->Emily( aka Buffy) X Aaron. Biko X Jenny L. Biko X Katie W. Jesse X Liz, Lori,
Rachel. DanK. X Emily. Mike X Hilary. Hilary X Matt Me. Hilary X Pete S. Gozen X Mike. Dan T. X
Nadia and Rachel.
Freshman Year:
We lose: Liz, Dan Gianola, Jesse, Eric, Mike Layman, Matt L. We get: Shawn, Danilo, Amy. Biko and
Tommy take a non-disciplinary 10 day vacation ... Mr. Meares leaves and Wysocki is interim. Erika and
Hilary. Freshman Follies. Mr. Ball comes when Mrs. Burns has a baby. Ms. Garrison strips for us in 8th
period bio. Waters of Babylon. Am I Normal? Track team gets arrested. "He' zooming in." Britton
throws up on Chandra. Rosa wants to beat Dan K.'s ass. Mr. B calls us Nazis. Amanda start Varsitythe beginning of an era ... Mr. Sutton counsels. The police come and question us. "The Inquisition".
Aaron X Nicole. Tommy X Shawn. Dan T. X Rachel. Thomas X Julie W. This year pretty much sucked.
Sophomore Year:
We lose: Biko, Erika, Hilary, Deborah, Austin, and Colin half way through. We get: Sarah, Asad, Cho,
Bill, Australian girl Kate. We drive Fuller insane: Mason's Bud the Falcon, throwing Fuller's books out
the window. PASS periods. Anand lashes out at Ms. Marcott. Gozen goes to France for a year. Mrs.
Roberts is our new princiPAL. Where are Lori and Rebecca? Geometry play . Bergandines knickers.
Big Dog. Winter Formal decorated with toilet paper. Popcorn surprise. Thomas questions the sexual
orientation of a faculty member- to his face. Lock-in. Jeff X Lind ey. Audrey X Ted. Tucker X Katy
L. and Rachel R. Rosa X Chandra. SteveN. X Nicole. Ashley X Paul H. Paul X Carolyn. Nicole X
James J. Anna X George P. Thomas X MS. DK1 X Katy L. DK1 X Audrey M. Tucker X Lori
Junior Year:
We lose: Rachel, Danilo. We get: Adam, Albert, Ilya, Kolchinsky, and Gozen is back. Usama spontaneously dislocates his knee in history class. Gozen backs car into mailbox. Rosa gets his face kicked in
and then he drops weights on his teeth. Jaber leaves to our dismay and replacement Mr. Andsager
explodes a beaker full of pink water all over us. "Rumors are nobody's friends" says Mrs. Roberts. Mrs.
Laughlin says, "you sexy bastard" to the repairman who fixe the window Audrey broke. Random guy
in nothing but a Speedo visits history class. Tommy sinks Deland-Weldon. DK1 throws a Monopoly
board out a third floor window. Colin runs away from Delaware and visits history class. Someone
smokes up in the girl's restroom. Jane Doe sues again. Someone throws up at Six Flags. Did you do your
physic's lab? Rebecca sneezes a lot. Matt T. wants to give DK1 a ride home from prom. PreCalc and
Bild's sweater. Audrey X Ted. Tommy X Amy. Cho X Chandra. Jeff X Bridget. Dan X Molly K. Matt
T. X Erin. Albert X Christine. Steve X Anita. Nicole X Nathan D. Anna X Karl G. Tommy X Judy C.
Amanda X Reggie M. Greg X Frances. Nadia X Coach Beesley. Tommy X Sam S. Usama X Rachel.
Ashley X Paul H. Hadas X Karl G. Anna X Nick P. Carolyn X Andrew (Sparky) Christian X Tara. Paul
X Celeste. Anand X Celeste. Anand X Zhenya.
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SENIOR YEAR:
We lose: Sarah, Rebecca R. to Deutschland. We get: Jamal for 2 weeks, Robin C. Suslick pushes back
ALL assignments, kiddo. ReUNion 75. G+B bball win a regional game. Lori throws Nicole's stuff out
the window. Boys soccer wins a regional game. Robin+ guy in the hall= PDA. B22. Amanda scores
1000 points. Vball wins regional game. Mississippi Habitat for Humanity trip is action with Sutty and
Douglas. Mmm buck you den. Rick Orr. Outdoor Prom??? Hormodz's "Great Conspiracy." UHGB
finally beats Oakwood. Scott Gray misses his own class twice. Marathon in Mac Lab. Tommy and
Thomas get in a wreck over Operation Cool!! New senior lounge= Counseling Annex. Random dork
totals DK2' s car. New marathon physics teacher. Jilted Lover's Day Dance. 2nd place at JETS.
ExploraVision rocks. New Gargoyle. College. Tommy X Mac Lab. Tommy X Ayelish. Adam J. X
Kendra. Tucker X Molly. Kirsten X Jeff. Mason X Megan. Rosa X Kirsten. Rosa X Chandra. Rosa X
Lis. Jeff X Audrey. Steve X Anita. Chandra X Adam J. Albert X Christine. Ashley X Chris. Andy X
Helen. Thoma X Nicole. Thomas X Sarah P. Cho X Sarah P. Usama X Anna. Rupu X Zach. Jon X
Anna. Paul G. X Suzie F. Zach X Lori. Carolyn X James J. Usama X Ursula.
Left and Far
Left: Daniel
Kolchinsky
and Adam
Joncich have
not had their
VB.
Below
Right : Anita
and Sarah
don't call me
Charles
Barclay chill in
the lounge.
Below Left
The senior
hangout. The
Counseling
Annex.
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Barclay, Sarah ·b' 96, 97, 98, 116
Bartlett, Rebecca 4, 25, 29, 31, 58, 88
Bartschi, Pia 64
Basar,Gozen 8,26,27,30,96,97,98, 117
Bavda, P~a 22,26,31,33,41,82
Baym, Carol 13, 70
Baym, Michael 25, 29, 39, 88
Beck, Allison 70
Beesley, Joel 39, 58, 60, 67
Beesley, Kathy 60
Berg,John 55,58,88
Bergandine, David 65
Bhagwat, Ranjit
8, 10, 15,20,29,96,97,99, 117,118,129
Bial, Anna 4, 24, 31, 96, 97, 99, 112F, 112G,
116, 118, 137
Bigby, Ulric 32, 40, 70
Bild, Gene 6, 64
Bocharov,John 76
Bond, Carol 17
Bosch, Debbie 60, 62, 135
Bowersox, Brandon
8,28,29,31,96,97,99, 112F, 117,118

Index
A
Abrahamson, Kristin 47
AI-Heeti, Roaa 31, 33, 76
Alan, Lian 11, 82
Alan, Tara 11, 40, 70, 74
Alexander, Marc 30, 31, 76
Ambrose, Peter 22, 25, 59, 88
Andsager, David 65
Aref, Thomas 31, 48, 88, 91
Aschenbrenner, Barb 62, 135

B
Bailey, Thomas 25, 70, 75
Bakshee, llya 96, 97, 98, 117
Bandy, Mara 76
Bant,Jason 20,26,27,42,48,59,68,88,92
Bant, Marilyn 67
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Chary, Ajit 28, 29, 31, 32, 88
Chen, Christopher 82
Chen, Jennifer 8, 24, 26, 27, 29, 32, 76
Cheng,Guanyao 26,96,97, 100,114,118
Chew, Amy 22, 24, 25, 31, 32, 82
Chiang, Cynthia 24, 25, 31, 36, 88, 92
Cho, Matthew 4, 20, 27, 33, 55, 96, 97, 100,
112G, 115, 118, 132
Choi, Ami 31, 53, 82, 86
Chou, Brian 31, 82
Choudhury, Ayesha 31
Christianson, Nils 27, 48, 49, 88, 134
Chuang, Kendall 76, 130
Colomb, Robin 96, 97, 101, 114, 137
Conway, Charles 24, 70
Coombe, Amy 8, 15, 20, 26, 27, 28, 29, 31,
56,57,96,97, 101, 112F, 114,118,130
Cooper, Lori 50, 51, 96, 97, 101, 115
Cord, Kendra 7, 27, 41, 42, 68, 82, 95
Craggs, Tommy .lj 7, 13, 22, 23, 23, 27, 33,
39,54,55,58,96,97, 102, 112F, 122,135
Grames, Joel 17
Croisant, Matthew 8, 25, 82
Boyd, Jason 70, 71,75
Braden, Betsy 21, 24, 26, 50, 59, 76
Bregman, Gillian 11, 40, 70
Broadbent, Carl 12, 70
Broadbent, Robert 26,48,88
Brokish, Peter 20, 27, 59, 82, 86
Brothers, Emily
11,26,30,33,47,53,56,59,88,95
Brown, Carlos 53, 57
Bruns-Wise, Linda 62
Burger, Nell 7, 53, 56, 82, 87
Burton, Beatrice 29, 41, 76
Butler, Chris 21, 61, 63
Butler, Rebecca 96, 97, 100, 115
Byers, Lois 67
Byrne, Michelle 70

c

Castellon, Carol 21, 64
Ceperley, Martin 29, 70, 74
Ceperley, Natalie 24, 50, 51, 82, 94
Chang, Eric 70
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Esler, Ty 70, 74
Estabrook, Helen
6, 13,27,53,82,86, 134,139

F
Fahrner,John 26,27,48,59,88,92
Faith, Kath~n 70, 75
Feltes, Michelle 70
Finnerty, Daniel 29, 31, 48, 82
Fleischer, Gillian -~· 23, 27, 41, 58, 88, 92, 134
Fogel, Arah 15
Foxglove, Chad 59,96,97, 103,116
Franki, Suzanne 7, 26, 27, 41, 42, 43, 88, 139
Freeman, Emlyn 70

G
Gahvari, Hormozd 25, 31, 82, 87
Gahvari, Zhubin 70
Garvey, John 31, 64
Gee, Albert 7, 27, 33, 42, 55, 58, 96, 97, 103,
117,118,141
Geeseman, Katherine 8, 25, 28, 82

D
Dach, Nicola 7, 88
Dasgupta, Sumon 48, 59, 82
Davis-Smith, Dean 20, 27, 32, 62
Day, Neil 25, 96, 97, 102, 112H, 117
DelaMar, Shawn 26, 30, 33, 46, 47, 56, 57,
96,97, 102,116,118,137
Delgado, David 76
Demissie, Zwede
8,27,29,32,53,58,88,89,92
Depew,To~ 46,47,59,82
DeRose, Pedro 30,48,58,88
Dhar, Vilas 30, 76
Digges, Kelly 70, 74
Domig, Chris 82
Dunn, Sarah 50,51,82,86

E
Eads, Cathy 62
Emilsson, Kristen 70
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Hobson, Alex 89, 91
Hobson, Jeremy ,i' 83, 87
Hsieh, Christine 4, 32, 37, 89, 133
Hsieh, Eric 7, 32, 59, 89, 133
Husain, Asad 12, 18, 21, 32, 33, 37, 96, 97,
105, 112H, 115, 119
Hutchens, Chris 8, 13, 25, 30, 31, 89

I
lgl, Sara 29, 71
Ito, Hiroko 30, 64
Iversen, Jennifer 11, 31, 76j

J
Jacala, Ana 83, 87
Jacobson, David 25, 76
Jacobson, Frances 7, 67
Jampala, Sri 24, 32, 33, 89, 91, 92
Jassim, Hanan 31, 47, 83, 87
Jockusch, Elizabeth 16, 64
Joncich, Adam
15,36,42,48,54,55,96,97, 105,114
Gelfand, Masha 8, 31, 70
Goel, Kavi 29, 82
Grace, Andrew
22,27,42,96,97, 103,114,118
Grathoff, Phil 65
Gray, Scott 64
Grayson, Paul
31,38,59,96,97, 104,115,118
Grossman, Daniel 27, 31, 83
Gruschow, Karl 30, 31, 88, 93

H
Hajj, Nasri 16
Hajj, Usama ,~ 12, 23, 25, 31, 37, 96, 97,
104, 114, 119, 122, 139
Hanna-Holloway, Brendan 44, 88, 91, 128
Harrington, Matthew 25, 32, 76
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Late Senior Wills
I, Ilya Bakshee, upon my departure from Uni will
the following stuff to the following people: To
some unfortunate junior I leave my locker numbered 1. To all those interested Japanese, I leave
my skills. To Steve, I leave Mindy. And even
though Guanyao is leaving too, I leave him an
autographed picture of he knows who. That's
about it.
I, Nicole Isabella Vern on, leave everything to your
imagination.
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This lost subbie is Justin
Lehmann, the coolest subbie on
the face of the earth. The yearbook staff deeply apologizes for
leaving him out of the subbie class
portraits. It was all a big
mistake ... we hope you all go and
tell Justin what a great guy you
think he is. Justin-we love you,
man!
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Bill was such a cute child.... What happened?
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Clockwise from top. Suzie says "Whatever!". Usama mixes it up
during techno club. Helen doesn 't want to be seen with Rob.
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"As many farewells as be stars in heaven."
- William Shakespeare
It has been an eventful year for Uni High. We've seen new faces arrive and old
ones prepare to depart. The records have been broken and new things have been
accomplished. These are the examples by which we model ourselves after. But it
does not come easy. The small steps we take day by day throughout nine grueling
months are part of a greater goal we have in mind. We are ready to put another
successful year under our belts and take one more giant leap towards graduation.

Well, this was my
first year as editor.
I enjoyed it a lot,
'
but unfortunately I
wasn't in the yearbook class because
of scheduling conflicts. So, I didn't get to know the yearbook staff very
well-who worked hard and who didn't. (Although I
could tell when I was proofing pages ... ) Thanks to
Megan for coming in on weekends to do
extra work-it is much appreciated. Audrey,
Dan, Sarah
(when she was
here), and I got
along very
well I think. We were
proud of the cover design
and our name this yearAscension. I don't know
what else to say ... thanks to

my dad for being so cool and spending tons of
extra time fixing the things other people did
wrong. This book would not be
here without him. I
will miss you next year,
dad. Hope you all enjoy these pictures of my
kitty, Cry tal. She's the best cat
ever.
Uni, it's been a great
five years. Thanks for
all of the good times.
See you all later, I'm
out of here!

Wow my first Book. I really don't
know what to say. First a big thankyou
to Audrey, Amanda, for putting up
with me. It was a lot of fun. To Mike,
thanks a bunch for all your hard work
nothing would have happened without
you. To Megan x2 and Jill thanks also
for being the ones we could count on
this year. Keep at it please we need
you guys. PS look at the funny Craggs.

,;,,
'
A whole year spent on this book and it's done. Its been real, its been fun, but ain't been real fun. Seeya!
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This is the last goodbye. I hate to feel the love between us die. I must say that it has been
an experience to make this book. I encourage anyone who wants to be an editor to be on
the staff a early as possible. This way, you will learn how to use all the high-tech stuff
in the Mac Lab cause a times-they are a changin'. Thank you MMM, for helping out more
than neces ary for this book. As a token of my gratitude, I leave you total control over
yearbook next year. You're the queen of the castle. I must give Katy Love and Jill
Flei cher orne thank for getting things done on time. Thanks to my esteemed colleagues
Amanda and Dan (and Sarah B.) for well, urn,
being cool with some of the annoying and hectic
things about yearbook. And of course, thanks to
Dave Matthews (DK2 did the picture), Duchovny,
Cliff, and Mr. Chubs for being my men. You're
highest of the high. So don't ever wonder. (Listen
to the song "Ascension" by Maxwell, that's what
I named this book after) Bye ... Bye ... Blackbird.

Wen, it i that time of year again - long nights,
short temper , and the yearbook is a wrap. As you
read these words, another group of Uni seniors is
about to shed their educational container, a they
move to a higher level. The title for this year's
book wa cho en long before Mr. Hale and Mr.
Bopp made their di co very, or before the Heaven's
Gater decided to ascend to the passing alien
spaceship lurking behind the comet.

working at the same time, which helped throughout the year. During Agora, we added Matt and
Jeremy to the staff, and they did a good job on
Agora coverage, while some of the staff was busy
building houses in Mississippi. The handprints of
the staff members who crafted this year's book
appear by their names in the index and at the
bottom of their pages. For some pages it was a
team effort, and there are multiple handprints.

We started la t Spring with four editors, and high
hopes for the fall. The scheduling computer
knocked Amanda out of the third class period, so
she functioned as an "editor in exile" for much of
the year. Sarah Barclay's dad took a job in Iowa
in the fall, so we lost her midway through the first
semester. That left Dan and Audrey to carry. the
torch on a daily basi , and that they did.

One of our goals for this year was to try to have
multiple photos of every student at Uni. In most
cases we succeeded. If you are only pictured in the
book once this year, that means you have to join
the yearbook staff next year. We hope to have an
on-line version of this year's book available on the
Internet by the end of the year. Due to privacy
concerns, there will not be a lot of last names in
the captions, but hopefully you will have fun
reliving this school year on-line in the years to
come. It was the year of 1,000 points and many
memories - enjoy the book.

U sama came through with the artwork for the
divider pages, while Megan and Jill provided
helping hands when needed. We got three new
Macintosh's, which allowed everybody to be

f1j;
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